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Going dark is a technical term within the world of theatre. It has the double meaning of lights 
out during rehearsal and a temporary venue closure for maintenance and resetting. In this way 
it speaks to matters of care in the form of attending to one’s environs while resisting the 
excess of twenty-four hour productivity. This thesis appropriates going dark as a practice and 
methodology. In both instances it considers how deviation from the familiar; steady 
observation; and a kind of slow liveliness might reveal delight-full throughways for a less 
human-centric worlding.  
 
This project emerges from a confluence of driving commitments⎯digital media, the dark, 
and speculative fiction⎯embedded in the habitual and affective processes of everyday 
activities. Each concern additionally has the capacity to disturb the mundane in ordinary and 
extraordinary ways. How then might such an everyday landscape be harnessed to explore 
speculative projects embedded in the digital fabric of social media as a type of textual creative 
resistance? To assist me in this enquiry I travel along the submerged pathways of stinkhorn 
fungi, lively soil, and social media networks in conversation with the experimental online 
project Going DARK. Engaging a fictocritical framework I draw sustenance from the 
disruptive practices of feminist science fiction writers and look to the messy earth-bound 
provocations of Anna Tsing, Donna Haraway, and Maria Puig de la Bellacasa. Threaded 
below the carefully composed registers are the influential figurations of Rosi Braidotti’s 
nomadic subject and the processes of becoming and assemblage engaged in the work of 
Deleuze and Guattari. Consequently my thesis travels multiple lines of curious deviation to 
inform, borrow, expand or temporarily submerge a story. Viewed through a posthuman lens it 
seeks to find delight and direction in the inbetween dark and dirty spaces. Equally it is an 
endeavor to interrupt the off-world utopian dream embedded in idealistic paternal views of 
escape to another planet in order to make us accountable for our actions on the world we are 




   
 
   
   






These words were all written in dark, quiet rooms. How can they face the bright, noisy world? 
Barbara Kingsolver. The Lacuna 
 




Dark. Mutations. Becoming. Speculative Fiction. Now. 
These five words are co-conspirators. They mingle with each other. They form statements and 
dreamings. They offer a conceptual methodology. They point to discourses in feminist 
posthumanism, queer and environmental humanities. They piece together a multidirectional 
map. They surface and submerge. They are distilled from the title of my thesis and they 
signpost the five concerns reflected in the section headings. Significantly they animate a call 
to creative resistance⎯ a resistance that is wary of the fixed and understands a careful 
requisite for intervention. Ultimately these words delight in a “radical curiosity”1 and I would 
like to think, are the result of such.  
 
This research project emerges from a confluence of driving commitments embedded in the 
details of everyday activities. These include an excitement for the creative potentials of digital 
technologies (including quotidian mobile digital devices); a genuine dedication to the dark as 
a biological, figurative, and speculative concern; and a belief in the creative capacity of 
speculative fictions to offer pathways of being and becoming in a future world here and now. 
Digital media, the dark, and speculative fiction, operate in the everyday through habitual 
processes we have come to accept. Obvious examples are social media, sleep cycles and some 
elements of news reporting. They equally have the capacity to disturb the mundane in 
ordinary and extraordinary ways. Anna Tsing sees “small disturbances eddy within the 
currents of big disturbances” offering the “possibilities for transformative encounter.”2 It is 
the unexpected encounter that eddies through my thesis. Porous passageways, invisible 
networks, and sensorial scripts thread between pathways, subways, flightways, and 
throughways. These curious deviations inform, borrow, expand or disappear their story/ies. 
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They speak of indeterminate systems connected in vital materialist ways. Importantly they 
generate an impulse to seek the interstitial generative spaces, where following the submerged 
thread is a requirement. If artistic endeavours allow for a crossing of “planned relations of 
dimensionality” they do so in order that “other worlds gently slip into, swell across, or mutate 
those we are apparently content that we live in.”3 Viewed through a posthumanist lens these 
commitments and motivations seek to find delight and deviation in the in-between dark and 
dirty spaces. Equally they embody a project whose endeavor is to interrupt the off-world 
utopian dream embedded in idealistic paternal views of escape to another planet in order to 
make us accountable for our actions on the world we are in now. 
 
As a strategy to unearth these commitments and concerns, I enlist the help of four 
figurations—the dark, social media, soil, and stinkhorn fungi. These figurations are thinking 
blocks or “blocks of becoming” or “living maps”⎯ “situated, i.e. embedded and embodied.”4 
They are not to be confused with abstractions or images. They are things⎯ things as always 
already assemblage. They are alternative representations of “the subject as a dynamic non-
unitary entity” connected to “its many ‘outsides’” and engaged in the “dramatization of 
processes of becoming.”5 I slide between each to enhance different registers within the 
fictocritical text and the creative project. Simultaneously a further two notions are nested⎯ 
care-full and delight-full. As practices they travel alongside their hyphenated companion as 
acts of attentiveness fully engaged in a present unfolding. They conjure a fullness that rises 
above any sense of lack, absence or obligate duty. As a non-linear experiment the text at times 
appears divergent, at others confluent. It would be easy to say these figurations are operating 
as metaphor. They are not. They are closer to what Rosi Braidotti calls “nomadic thought” 
where a “post-personal writing…allows for a web of connections to be drawn on the zig-
zagging paths of shared subjectivity.”6 Each figuration relays vital material processes that are 
situated and unique while speaking to each other across spaces of delight-full and care-full 
encounter.  
 
I began this project questioning how the landscape of everyday social media might provide a 
terrain to explore creative resistance in the form of speculative deviations and care-full 
flourishings? As a transferrable question it can equally apply to the creative project Going 
DARK permeating the fictocritical text that is this thesis. Developed alongside the thesis the 
speculative fiction asks how a landscape of darkness might provide a terrain to explore 
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creative resistance in the form of speculative encounters? Situated in the near future, within 
the imagined world of Going DARK, humans have developed a critical aversion to bright 
light. No longer able to operate within a standardised twenty-four hour illuminated 
environment, humans are in the process of relinquishing visual information codes as the 
dominant communication mode. To inhabit and navigate a darkened low-light world they 
must learn to activate and fine-tune all their combinatory and complementary senses. Care-
fully guiding them through this are the nightwalkers, or latents, to whom these skills were 
never lost. Attentive and attendant, the nightwalkers usher the process of adaptation and 
oversee the granular mutations of a human form embracing a new morphology. 
 
As a creative experiment developed for social media platforms, Going DARK is a born-digital 
fiction situated in the field of Electronic Literature.7 Dependence on the conventions of a 
functional beginning or end are futile. Going DARK can only offer multiple entry points. One 
can stumble upon it via four social media platforms (Twitter, Facebook, Instagram, Youtube); 
or locate it by the Uniform Resource Locator (URL) or web address www.darkling.space; or 
search for the author profile Bell Nyx (author pseudonym); or type in any number of 
searchable hashtag key words. As a kind of switch point, the website establishes the darkly 
configured palette that pervades the entire online project (see Appendix A). The misty home 
page offers five graphic tiles highlighted by a small roving spotlight animation. When the 
cursor hovers over a tile, it marginally illuminates to reveal a quotation. Upon clicking a tile 
the reader is transported to another undisclosed location – one of four social media platforms 
or an audio page. Unravelling on each social media feed are elements of the fiction, ranging 
from descriptive or instructive to the more intangible or fleeting. They take the form of text, 
audio, and/or image. The still and moving images lean toward the left side of the histogram. 
In digital photography the histogram is a graphic representation of a data set that informs the 
photographer the balance of colour pixels to dark pixels in any one composition. When there 
is a greater presence of dark and shadow the pixels reflect this and gravitate toward the left 
side of the histogram. Landing on any one location the viewer might be tempted to follow the 
thread methodically—yet even the conventions of social media eschew an easy beginning and 
end, as timeframes are in relation to time-stamped content organised chronologically. 
Consequently, the last media post is the first in the stream. Starting from the most recent entry 
and flicking through is essentially reading backward in time. Going back in time is neither a 
new or exceptional fictional device yet in the context of social media expectations are shifted 
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to accommodate such a temporal movement. Media posts are at once a real time report and an 
archive in the making. Meandering between the platforms of Going DARK new implications 
might be felt, new threads might be offered, but never the promise of a whole. Temporary 
coalitions might form with no guarantee they are the ones being sought. Ultimately there are 
multiple ways such an elusive speculative fiction might play out. In some ways it is an 
interruption from the easy habit of distraction, for one that asks for close attention. Observe 
and listen, there is a story if there is a desire to find it.  
 
This thesis engages a fictocritical framework influenced by the theories and feminist practices 
from which it emerged in the nineteen eighties. It draws on interdisciplinary knowledges and 
artistic styles to build a scholarly critique that recognises the ways in which “affectivity of the 
imagination” can drive the encounters that trigger “conceptual creativity.”8 It gathers 
sustenance from the disruptive practices of feminist science fiction writers Octavia Butler, 
Ursula Le Guin, Joanna Russ, and Monique Wittig and grows from the messy earth-bound 
provocations of Anna Tsing, Donna Haraway, and Maria Puig de la Bellacasa. Driving 
(through) the carefully composed discursive registers are the nourishing figurations of Rosi 
Braidotti’s nomadic subject9 and the processes of becoming and assemblage in the work of 
Deleuze and Guattari.10 As such the de-territorializing rhizome is present amidst the many 
threads pursued within the thesis. The qualities rhizomatic thinking offers are engaged with 
immanence, interconnectedness and affect, allowing an association with feminist practices of 
difference while moving away from the linear and the unitary subject as the dominant model. 
Illustrative and analytical tools shift the text between the writing of scholarly research and a 
poetic continuum. As Anna Gibbs states fictocritical writing “is writing as research, 
stubbornly insisting on the necessity of a certain process.”11 As such, the creative work Going 
DARK (devised as part of the research process) is present throughout the thesis as a kind of 
substrate. It interweaves and functions as a counterpoint, an echo, a reminder and a 
companion to the stories of fungi, soil, and dark presented as multiple expressions in the 
greater assemblage of the thesis itself. Keeping within the goals of impact and engagement 
the fictocritical mode affords a reading by audiences beyond the traditional humanities, 
inclusive of creative practitioners and a wider public without losing scholarly and analytical 
rigor. 
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In laying down the frameworks and associative style above my intention is to make clear that 
theoretical concerns drive the creative work as much as creative and speculative concerns 
drive the thesis. It must be stated that the thesis is not an exegesis providing a summary of the 
creative work and the creative work is not detached from its informing theory and its lines of 
critical thinking. The thesis therefore presents an argument for creative intervention alongside 
critical disturbance where both elements are inseparable and work in relays of drive or 
patterns of complex interference. 
 
Posthuman(ism), the figurations of becoming, and the emergent processes of assemblage 
appear explicitly or implicitly through this thesis. The posthuman as a discursive figure and 
posthumanism as a social discourse emerged out of varied interdisciplinary theoretical lines 
within the humanities and science and technology studies. It is a lineage that has a much 
larger story than the one in relation to this project. However, it is necessary to summarise 
some of the lines of thought particularly in relation to the work of Donna Haraway, N. 
Katherine Hayles and Rosi Braidotti in order to recognise how they underpin and thread 
throughout my thesis. Firstly, I do want to point to the common misconception of the 
Posthuman as the end of the human species and the beginning of intelligent non-human 
entities acting independently of the wider human. It is the scenario that readily captures the 
imagination as it blurs easily into the realm of popular science fiction. Posthumanities can 
roughly be divided into the critical and the speculative and it is into the latter the former 
vision belongs. At this present time the speculative posthuman does not exist. It remains to be 
made. Critical posthumanities engages in speculative or imaginative thinking to consider 
ways of being in the world. It is within the critical posthumanities and more specifically the 
posthuman critical theory of Rosi Braidotti I find the rigor of intellectual labor embedded in 
feminist embodied practices. It is a labor that “engages with critical and creative pursuits,” 
addressing multiple kinds of “bodies, technologies and environments” from “interdisciplinary 
and post-conventional perspectives.”12  
 
The work of science and technology studies scholar Donna Haraway provides a touchstone 
for the posthumanities. Her writing threads through much posthumanist thought and for many 
it was the 1985 “A Cyborg Manifesto” that ignited the posthuman imagination. While her 
work has been implicated within the gathering momentum of critical posthumanism, Haraway 
has never explicitly identified it as such. Importantly for Haraway, her theoretical tropes of 
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‘string figures’ and the category of companion species do the work of refusing “human 
exceptionalism without invoking posthumanism.”13 While being in “alliance and disalliance” 
Haraway admits to being “nourished” by the “creative and necessary thinking” being 
produced under its sign. The problem for Haraway is the homo (the phallic “man”) rooted in 
the human.14 Through an etymological relationship between human and humus, Haraway 
prefers the figuration compost to do the work of situating us in earthly multispecies 
“response-ability,” “generative joy, terror, and collective thinking.”15 Three decades on, I see 
the echoes from “A Cyborg Manifesto” in which Haraway explicitly states an argument for 
“pleasure in the confusion of boundaries and for responsibility in their construction.”16 So it 
is within the spirit of such a pleasurable boundary confusion that I align Haraway with much 
of my posthumanist thinking.  
 
As a literary critic and theorist, N. Katherine Hayles works at the intersection of science and 
literature.  Following the cybernetic thread, Hayles places the notion of “distributed 
cognition” as a key factor in her publication How we Became Posthuman. Hayles tracks the 
emergence of the cybernetic posthuman body (which leans more to speculative 
posthumanism) as a way to critique the feature it shares with the liberal humanist subject, that 
is “the erasure of embodiment.” Importantly Hayles argues against the seduction of “fantasies 
of unlimited power and disembodied immortality.” Rather the posthuman subject is “a 
collection of heterogeneous components” and “a material-informational entity” in the process 
of continual construction and reconstruction of its boundaries. For Hayles the posthuman 
provides a “critical juncture” where “the deconstruction of the liberal humanist subject” is an 
opportunity to put “flesh” back into the picture. The posthuman is such that it “embraces the 
possibilities of information technologies,” “recognizes and celebrates finitude as a condition 
of human being,” and “understands human life is embedded in a material world of great 
complexity.”17  
 
Finally, philosopher Rosi Braidotti’s posthuman body is one of “symbiotic inter-dependence.” 
For Braidotti the figure of the posthuman is a navigational tool to assist reading the multiple 
and different ways of becoming posthuman today. “The human organism is neither wholly 
human, as a person, nor just an organism. It is an abstract machine, radically immanent, 
which captures, transforms and produces inter-connections.”18 Braidotti’s posthuman draws 
from feminist theory and the neo-materialist philosophy of Deleuze and Guattari. For 
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Braidotti the original manifestation of the concept radical immanence is derived from the 
“feminist notion of embodied and embedded locations,” while de-familiarization is “one of 
the most productive points of contact between neo-materialism and feminist theory.”19 
Methodologically, de-familiarization allows for relationships with the nonhuman while dis-
identifying “century-old habits of anthropocentric thought.”20 Braidotti emphasizes a new 
alliance of “critique with creativity” and “philosophy with the arts” as a way to think 
differently; invent new concepts; and actualize “alternatives to the dominant humanistic 
vision of the subject.”21 This equips us for the “virtual possibilities of an expanded, relational 
self that functions in a nature-culture continuum and is technologically mediated.”22 Braidotti 
reflects Hayles position in pleading “for a resistance to both the fatal attraction of nostalgia 
and the fantasy of trans-humanist and other techno-utopias.” Keeping the techno-hype in 
check is the “posthuman notion of the enfleshed and extended, relational self” with an 
emphasis on immanence. This allows a respect for the “bond of mutual dependence between 
bodies and technological others” and forms the basis for a “sustainable ethics of 
transformations.”23  
 
In the posthuman endeavour (and adventure) before you, “strange encounters are key” 
alongside a “willingness to expose oneself to alienation.”24 Affirmative forces are firmly 
embodied and embedded in earthly matters; in dark matters; and in matters submerged. Such 
encounters are sometimes best understood by soliciting help. There is much help here in the 
form of figurations, becomings, and assemblages. Becoming offers a creative notion to 
consider the many productive, interactive, and affective forces at play within a process. 
“These processes are territorially-bound, externally oriented and more than human in span 
and application.” Correspondingly “becomings are un-programmed as mutations, disruptions, 
and points of resistance.”25 A notion shared with my figuration of going dark. Ninety percent 
of the “mundane space” of the human body is made up of “the genomes of bacteria, fungi, 
protists, and such,” some playing a role in our being alive while others are “hitching a ride” 
and generally doing no harm. In this sense “to be one is always to become with many.” 
Becoming-with or “not at all” is key for Haraway.26 Becomings bring affective and effective 
qualities together with heterogeneous elements to form contingent assemblages and create 
unfixed territories. A night traveler will perceive the dark through the affective qualities of 
multi-sensory inputs alongside the effects of memory and story (signifiers) to negotiate 
movement within and through the nightscape or dark as assemblage, as territory. One night-
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traveler’s becoming dark might be very different to that of another night-traveler (human, 
nonhuman or in the process of deviating). “Every voyage is intensive, and occurs in relation 
to thresholds of intensity between which it evolves or that it crosses.”27 Of course there is 
always the possibility that a night-traveler has no investment in becoming dark. They may be 
merely mapping sites for maximum illumination⎯ another type of assemblage in league with 
the opportunism of late capitalism and the Enlightenment. 
 
If becomings are “in the act of constructing and actualizing possible futures” they are also the 
“changes undergone by nomadic subjects in their active resistance against being subsumed in 
the commodification of their diversity.”28 If science fiction offers the present as “the past of 
imagined futures” then it is in speculative fiction I find a place to explore the “already if 
incompletely materialized future”29 In this way nomadic subjects share a similarity with some 
of the protagonists in genres of speculative fiction and more specifically with the one created 
alongside this thesis. In the 1975 essay “Towards an Aesthetic of Science Fiction” author 
Joanna Russ claims “science fiction bridges” science and the literary as the “only modern 
literature that attempts to assimilate imaginatively scientific knowledge about reality and the 
scientific method, as distinct from the merely practical changes science has made in our 
lives.”30 Two decades later Hayles similarly posed that it is crucial to “recognize interrelations 
between different kinds of cultural production, specifically literature and science.” Both 
provide a resonance and breadth that they would lack without the other. In this way 
contemporary speculative fictions “often reveal, as scientific work cannot, the complex 
cultural, social, and representational issues tied up with conceptual shifts and technological 
innovations.”31 I suggest speculative fiction is where creative resistance can be compelling 
and necessary in the ways it can trouble (to use Haraway’s term) the inclination to name, 
constrain and commodify. Or in the words of Ursula Le Guin “it has the power to show that 
the way things are is not permanent, not universal, not necessary” and “the way we live now” 
is not “the only way people can live.”32 Braidotti speaks of the performative mode in the 
philosophy of “as if.” As a figuration of interconnectedness, it allows a flow “from one set of 
experiences to another.” As an approach it is an “affirmation of fluid boundaries, a practice of 
intervals, interfaces, and interstices” and allows for “otherwise unlikely encounters and 
unsuspected sources of interaction, experience and knowledge.”33 Braidotti suggests it is in 
genres such as science fiction we can find “positive social and cultural representations of 
hybrid, monstrous, abject and alien others” that might help subvert “the construction and 
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consumption of pejorative differences.”34 The “as if” mode becomes, in a sense, the “what if” 
mode in science fiction. For Joanna Russ science fiction is the “what if” literature. In this 
mode it can “explore (and explode) our assumptions about ‘innate’ values and ‘natural’ social 
arrangements,” as well as human nature, differences, family structures, sex, and gender 
roles.35  
 
The speculative fiction of Octavia Butler’s Xenogenesis trilogy from the late eighties is 
influential for my project.36 Contemporary to Haraway’s Cyborg Manifesto, the storyline is 
one in which humans are at a crossroads, they have a choice to hybridise/genetically trade 
with the alien Oankali or return to the nostalgia of what is familiar. Interestingly the Oankali 
share features that would not be out of place in Haraway’s more recent work, initially 
described on first encounter by the main human protagonist Lilith as something similar to 
“night crawlers…tentacled sea slugs – nudibranchs – grown impossibly to human size.” 
Where there might be eyes and ears there are “only dark patches where tentacles” grow 
thickly with openings at the throat.37 The tentacles are visual receptors and mobile, being able 
to swivel in all directions, affording the Oankali a three hundred and sixty degree field of 
view. As a people they form family units around the neutral gene-manipulating Ooloi⎯ 
variously called “bridge” “life trader” “weaver” and “treasured stranger”⎯ through whom 
reproduction is manipulated.38 Butler’s trilogy could be read as a journey of human to 
posthuman, where cycles of disruption, mutation, re-evalution, and shared flourishing play 
out. Butler’s alien Oankali, have drawn comparisons with the research of microbiologist Lynn 
Margulis and the development of her symbiogenesis theory in which information is shared or 
transferred across the boundaries of prokaryotic cells (bacteria) to eukaryotic cells (plants and 
animals). Donna Haraway notes the similarity of the gene-manipulating Ooloi as “treasured 
stranger” with what Margulis refers to as the “intimacy of strangers” in a field where “new 
kinds of cells, tissues, organs, and species evolve” through the “fusion of genomes in 
symbioses.”39 In Bruce Clarke’s examination of the Xenogenesis trilogy, he quotes a 2005 
personal email exchange with Butler in which the author confirms the work of Lynn Margulis 
“directly affected” the novels.40 Butler’s experiment is one that highlights the capacity of 
science fiction to explore complexity and multiplicity alongside ways to think through the 
affects of a de-familiarised world. Viewed through a posthumanist lens one can see evidence 
of Haraway’s sympoietic becoming-withs, Hayles’ distributed cognition and Braidotti’s 
symbiotic interdependence while endeavoring to look beyond nostalgic systems and resist 
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“the imperative to recreate the sacred image of the same.”41 The system is not closed, far from 
it. The system/the narrative/the becoming evolves continuously responding to 
deviations/mutations/noise. As Michel Serres’ theorem states “noise gives rise to a new 
system, an order that is more complex than the simple chain…The town makes noise, but the 
noise makes the town.”42 Sometimes the noise of the unfamiliar is also “the impulse to make 
change imaginable.”43 Within the context of this thesis my reference to Serres’ use of “noise” 
predominantly correlates to the third meaning of the French word parasite as static or 
interference (not present in English).44 Noise can be the thing that disturbs a linear flow. A 
response might be to resolve/clear/remove it but like the rhizome it will start up somewhere 
else. Noise can be used to distract us, blind us, or sedate us interfering with the quality of 
information we receive. Noise, whether it be an actual sound, a thing, or a positive or negative 
quality, by the nature of its interruption initiates a shift or mutation in one form or another.  
 
The journey of this thesis builds through the navigation points flagged by the opening 
concepts to guide the reader through six sections each developing and expanding on the 
previous. At times different threads loop back while others cast out to bring in a new line. The 
opening section “Everyday Worlds” introduces the wide frame of the project. I propose the 
dark as a container for the invisible systems and networks operating within everyday 
technologies and environmental ecologies. With an assertion that we are often in-the-dark 
about the fundamental functions supporting our daily interactions. As a result we generally do 
not think about these systems they are absorbed into the background of our everyday 
activities. Internet technologies are embedded in our daily routines, our working obligations, 
our civilian duties and our leisure experiences. I refer to this as the everyday-internet. Digital 
devices move “through our lives with us.”45 With no fixed schedules they compete for our 
attention and blur the traditional boundaries of work time and social time.46 The everyday-
internet and its interruptions has become something we just do, rather than think a lot about. It 
“seems to disappear” in a “close interweaving of technology and human.”47 Located within 
the digital mediascape I ask what an artful intervention into the habitual data streams of a 
social media landscape might look like. To help me think through the complexities of such a 
project I adopt a companion⎯ Aseroë rubra or the anemone stinkhorn fungus⎯ as my guide. 
Aseroë rubra generously shares its cohabiting ways, if I care to listen, not as an abstract but as 
a living entity. I embrace my companion through the companion species work of Donna 
Haraway and the work of Anna Tsing. For Haraway, relationships with companion species 
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enable exploration of the work of learning how we might live well together “with the host of 
species with whom human beings emerge on this planet at every scale of time, body, and 
space.” It involves “cohabiting an active history” with “a bestiary of agencies, kinds of 
relatings and scores of time.”48 Haraway’s “Companion Species Manifesto” (2003) initially 
engaged dog stories to do the work of coshaping⎯ the “subject- and object-shaping dance of 
encounters.”49 Since then it has extended to multiple human-animal relations in When Species 
Meet (2008) and the speculative fabulations in her most recent publication Staying with the 
Trouble (2016). Anna Tsing subsequently brought mushrooms into this fold. The subheading 
of her essay “Unruly Edges: Mushrooms as Companion Species” (2012) reads “for Donna 
Haraway.”  It is a project on “interspecies relationship” and “mutually-flourishing 
companions.”50 Tsing continues this work in her publication The Mushroom at the End of the 
World (2015). If this thesis were to have a subheading it would be for Anna Tsing. Section 
two “DARK: Mulch Matters” introduces ‘going dark’ as a conceptual practice and a 
methodological tool and considers what the lessons of a submerged world of soil ecology 
might offer social media habits situated in a 24/7 illuminated world. Section three 
“MUTATIONS: Witch’s Eggs in Waiting” considers the dark as a multidirectional 
assemblage and introduces notions of the unfamiliar and notions of indeterminacy to ask the 
question how we might orientate in the dark. Section Four “BECOMING: Devil’s Slimy 
Fingers” asks the question how we might care-fully tend to the gaps between the familiar in 
order to encourage the flourishing of unconventional worlds? Soil porosity and the notion of 
casting out as an action to understand what we are in are developed alongside matters of care. 
In Section Five “SPECULATIVE FICTION: Consorts of the Air and Irresistible Coalitions” 
threads from previous sections are drawn into focus to view the creative project in relation to 
questions around how bodies might insert, intervene and interrupt in vital ways within a 
technosphere. The fungal spore, the social media hashtag, and the fly are conflated as 
connectors. The mediascape is considered as unfolding movement out into material 
landscapes and bodies where memory is essential for linking the processes of surfacing and 
submerging. Section six “NOW: Subterranean Settling” considers the potency of active 
dormancy while reviewing the project as a performative exercise and identifying further areas 
for research and development.  
 
Now let us follow “a thread in the dark”51 
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1. Everyday Worlds 
 
Life, science and art are equally enlisted to the project of experimenting with transformations. 
The author, writer or agent is a complex multiplicity, a factor of empowerment of potentia, 
that is to say multiplier of virtual possibilities.  
Braidotti, Writing as a Nomadic Subject  
 
 
The dark is a container for invisible channels. Within the technosphere1 and the biosphere the 
dark is host to networks and underground threads vital to their respective ecologies. Within 
the subterranean biosphere living organisms such as mycelium (the connecting threads of 
fungi), network between plants, tap into waterlines, and condition the soil. Subsequently they 
play a significant role in providing the foundations for all human and nonhuman life on the 
surface. Within the technosphere imperceptible networks of code transmit along buried lines 
of optic fibre, through microchips, and unseen Wi-Fi radio frequencies. As channeled flows 
of information they play a significant role in providing the foundations for human 
communication on the surface (as well as underground, underwater, and in space) while 
penetrating nonhuman environments. Opening to a wider view there is an inevitable 
entanglement of the two spheres. The biosphere and the technosphere are interlaced and 
interwoven underground while rippling through an invisible atmosphere in always-fluctuating 
material assemblages.2 One communication system disturbs another through a convergence of 
strata, fungi, geological time, semi precious metals, and contemporary technologies. It is even 
possible to imagine, for example, a collision of optic fiber and mycelial tendril followed by a 
slow careful embrace as one wraps around the other - two parallel communication systems 
existing beyond any comprehension of the names they have been given or the spheres they are 
designated within. Blurring the boundaries of these underground networks and passageways 
provides an opportunity to interrupt the lens of human bias to include the nonhuman within 
everyday systems of thinking and creation. Alongside the networks of fungi, the literature 
around soil and soil care can be applied to a social media ecology – a correlation I expand on 
in the next section DARK: Mulch Matters. By following these lines of thought and examining 
the quality of habitual data streams the formation of an artful intervention might be gleaned.  
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Rather than thinking much about it, the internet seems to recede into “the basic frame of how 
we see the world.” It becomes what Annette N. Markham refers to as the “internet as a way of 
being.”3 The digital tools we use to work, communicate, socialise, inform, and locate with are 
mobile and blend seamlessly into the rooms, cafes, outdoor, and commuting spaces we might 
occupy. Implicit within this is the everyday practice of social media. As active sites social 
media operates as a repository for our thoughts, emotions, reactions, interactions, locations, 
identities and archived histories (constructed or otherwise). The complexity of the everyday-
internet and how we experience ourselves through it; how we perceive our ability to make 
choices within it; how we are affected by it are questions bound up in our ways of being in the 
world and the ecologies we participate in. Our bodies are “immersed in a set of 
technologically mediated practices of prosthetic extension” a mode Rosi Braidotti states 
expresses “the co-extensivity of the body with its environment or territory.”4 N. Katherine 
Hayles encourages us to think how “human agency and thought are enmeshed within larger 
networks” and how these networks “extend beyond the desktop computer” reaching into the 
environment.5 Alongside many arts-based thinkers my inquiry is based around the creative 
ways technology might be harnessed beyond its mundane remit. There are artists working 
with specialised media technologies that create incredible opportunities for imaginative 
exploration and genuine cultural engagement such as Lynette Wallworth’s Virtual Reality 
(VR) projects.6 For the purposes of this project my interest lies with the mobile digital 
platforms we engage with daily. In the context of the everyday-internet I suggest that social 
media feeds have become habitual, not only in how often we access them but also in the 
content we post. There is a kind of uniformity to how we browse and how our social media 
feeds develop a type of personal branding that similarly blends with our online contacts. 
Beyond the algorithmic tools working in the background to compound the issue, the 
conditions for homogeneous user content and design may be fuelled by a general desire to 
belong and/or to be heard. Not dissimilar to the daily interactions within our community - 
school, work or otherwise. The outcome is a kind of copycat mentality. As new users build 
their content profiles, they might be influenced by established user content and interaction. 
The similarity in look and feel develops what seems like a regularised data flow. This notion 
provides the entry point for my creative intervention aimed at unsettling the manicured 
surface soil of social media to offer a different story of connectivity.  
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The different kinds of media systems “with their various and particular or shared rhythms, 
codes, politics, capacities, predispositions, and drives” might be said “to mix, to interrelate, 
and to produce patterns, dangers, and potentials.” For Matthew Fuller this is more than just 
information, there is a materiality that “can be sensed, made use of” and in turn make “other 
elements or compositions tangible.”7 Anthropologist and ethnographer Deborah Bird Rose 
speaks of “flows of energy or information across borders of difference.” Building on the work 
of Earth System Science (ESS), Bird Rose is keen to point out that connectivity does not 
simply mean everything is connected to everything, as boundaries and difference are 
necessary. Rather it is “the openness of systems” that is important. An entity might be “closed 
in the sense that it organizes itself” however “it is open to the metabolic, communicative, and 
other flows of which it is a part.”8 Michel Serres illustrates this beautifully in The Parasite 
when he speaks of the “interceptions,” the “accidents in the flow along the way” and “changes 
and metamorphoses.”9 The flows I explore connect in multiple, simultaneous and extended 
ways. They converge over there with here; mycelium with copperwire; fungi with disruption, 
and a blowfly with a hashtag. They emerge and surface only to submerge again. They are 
indifferent to the temporal scales of productivity. 
 
The life work of Bird Rose used story to simultaneously “articulate webs of connections” and 
make manifest our “accountabilities and obligations.”10 The ways story makes these 
connections between humans and the nonhuman is also inflected by the dominant perceptions 
and interactions of our “values, cultural perceptions, emotions, and traditions.” The way we 
understand our relationships to other species, as Ursula Heise reminds us, then forms “part of 
our self-understanding.”11 There are many different stories. In the prologue to The Mushroom 
at the End of the World, Anna Tsing admits that she finds herself “without the handrails of 
stories that tell where everyone is going and also, why.” In response Tsing embarks on a 
journey with mushrooms as her guide, to explore “indeterminacy and the conditions of 
precarity.”12 Stories are mediated by shifting cultural climates and their veracity changes with 
each iteration, recall, and alternative viewpoint. How a story might inspire liberal or 
oppressive worlds depends equally upon the tinkering of the speaker/writer and the 
listener/reader. The stories humans construct and reconstruct both individually and culturally, 
in order to communicate histories, landscapes, and bodies, are consistently a point of concern 
in my work. Tsing’s investigation is an example of a story told through multiple intersecting 
frames. The end game might be an expensive luxury product, the matsutake mushroom, 
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however the livelihoods along the way are much greater. The protagonists offer meandering 
connections between forests, tradition, diaspora, and the Western capitalist neoliberal project 
while illustrating the unfixed system surrounding the matsutake mushroom. To understand the 
many story lines, one must suspend a position of judgment for a more relational recognition 
of the multiple interests at play. Tsing helps me think through the immense meshed world of 
social media with all its unstable, ambiguous, and insecure conditions. Data algorithms are 
continually in the process of reshaping the online world. In turn, they further refine a 
constructed and individualized world-view that can influence the individual stories shared. 
What emerges looks like a general aesthetic inherent to each social media platform. Equal to 
an unspoken formula the content flows begin to converge into a kind of status quo. Similar to 
Tsing, I question where is everyone going with this and why? Yet there is value in these 
platforms as social, educational, and cultural tools. In order to pursue my inquiry I delve into 
the terrain with fungi as my guide. Tsing notes fungi are “world builders shaping 
environments for themselves and others.”13 My guide is a very special type of fungi, so before 
I continue further let me introduce my companion species by way of one of its many stories.  
 
In 1792, while scouring the Australian shores of Tasmania’s Recherche Bay for new and 
intriguing flora, the French botanist Jacques Labillardiere stumbled upon an unusual fungi. 
Resembling a washed up crimson starfish and accompanied by a carrion stench, 
Labillardiere’s affective response can only be imagined through his ascribed taxonomical 
name. Aseroë rubra is the first formally described fungi in Australia and has the dubious 
pleasure of a name roughly translating as red disgusting juice.14 The anemone stinkhorn, as it 
is commonly known, is a sensory disruptor. Its alien appearance disturbs our habitual view 
while its malodorous stench confronts the olfactory association of a manicured and perfumed 
garden. By way of association it disrupts our sense of self as we are simultaneously fascinated 
and repulsed by the encounter. The carrion stench beckons a frenzy of pestilent flies eagerly 
jostling for purchase upon the sticky landing pad at its centre (the source of its affecting 
odor). The unholy alliance with the blowfly, amongst others, triggers a further revulsion and 
commits the Aseroë rubra to an inventory of aberrant creatures occupying an imaginary hell. 
The Western imaginary has a long history of naming little understood and unseemly things 
after the imagined denizens of a dark other world. The slimy, the multi-legged, and the 
squirmy, along with numerous suggestive root-bulbs, have been instantly doomed to be 
cohorts of witches and the devil. Greatly misunderstood and much maligned, the artful 
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stinkhorn shared this fate along with the wise women practicing mushroom medicine. This is 
in distinct contrast to fungi’s recent rise and current status as the “mycomagicians”15 of our 
planet. The Stinkhorn is sapromyiophilic - a decomposer. You will find it amidst plant matter, 
mulch and especially woodchips. Most of the time it quietly goes about its business in the 
loamy darkness. When it is time to find new nutrient sources, a whitish “egg” (once known as 
a witch egg) forms at the end of a mycelial cord connected to the fungi’s underground 
network. From the egg the “receptacle” emerges, coated in the sticky spore mass or gleba.16 
The process is generally quick with the sporebody emerging during the ‘witching hours’ of 
the night. If we were to consider Aseroë rubra from another point of view, rather than a 
denizen from the deep, we might see it as an earth-star or a most enticing crimson 
confectionary. The central sticky mass, on which the flies hustle, is sweet and delicious. As a 
trickster the anemone stinkhorn’s perfume is a foil. A deceptive pop-up candy shop it’s wares 
entice critters to enter into a gorging communion. However there is no purchase on this faux 
carrion for a fly’s larval brood, only a sticky high for the beguiled Diptera. Subsequently they 
fly away, naïve to a belly full of ecstatic spores anticipating new territories. The tentacled 
stinkhorn and her insect companions invite me to think beyond the familiar. Feeding on 
detritus; emerging from dark underground networks; exploding from egg like nodes; 
disseminating spores through insect messengers; starting up new networks in new domains 
the stinkhorn’s spores create arcs and “lines of flight.”17 Tsing joyfully states, “spores are 
hard to pin down; that is their grace.”18 Reliant on the vagaries of bodies in flight and air 
currents arising from larger atmospheric effects, Aseroë rubra encourages the nonlinear. 
Through its lens my stories disperse on hashtag wings and land in crevices, stumble into word 
streams, and insta-stick in lively detritus. My nonhuman companion, with over a millennia of 
experience, helps me to consider how speculative fictions might interrupt and converge within 
the environment of social media. As Haraway suggests “The tentacular ones make 
attachments and detachments…they make a difference; they weave paths and consequences 
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2. DARK: Mulch Matters 
 
The bright had distracted us for too long 
It flattered out self-importance and flattened our perspectives 
It blended our surroundings 
A carnival of illusions 
They called it the brightening effect 
#carnivalofillusions #iamnothere 
Bell Nyx, @darkdwellings 
 
The place of a fungus is not just about where it exists, but is also intrinsically linked with what 
it does; its functional relationships, actions and interactions in both time and space. 
Alison Pouliot, The Allure of Fungi 
 
 
Humans have a curious relationship to the dark. It is a relationship that equally incorporates 
matters of survival and matters of the sensorial. Alongside these are the entangled histories of 
light-dark dualism embedded in early cultures, religions and mythologies and the 
philosophical binaries developed through Greek thought, medieval theology and Western 
metaphysics. Core to the latter is light as truth and intelligent reason; and dark as the domain 
of ignorance, superstition and animal impulses. The rationalism of the Enlightenment 
delivered to the West the autonomous human (male) in whom the world is perceived by the 
gathering of objective evidence assisted by what René Descartes attributes as man’s innate 
lumières naturelles. In this totalizing view there is only room for objective knowledge. Lets 
jump here from the story of illuminated knowledge to a time of obsessive object acquisition. 
In this story twenty-four hour illumination and productivity are intrinsically tied up with the 
visually biased “voraciousness of contemporary capitalism.”1 In this saturated landscape the 
histogram is leaning a little too heavily to the right. How then might an orientation toward the 
dark recast alternate speculative spaces for bodies to engage? In the dark there is a different 
kind of knowing, one that could not be understood in the terms laid out by the purveyor’s of 
reason. In some ways the darkly-designated could be celebrated as the disruptors, cast aside 
and placed in the too-hard-basket. Refusing easy dissection and categorisation, the cohorts of 
unreason delighted in their messy, feminine, animal, plant and terran entanglements. This is 
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not to lessen in any way the atrocities that befell such wise ones and still do to this day in 
varied insidious forms. In the dark the ability to grasp some thing is a multi-sensory affair. 
Knowing in the dark is less about seeing and more about relational and sensorial affects. 
While researching the political, aesthetic, and performative practices of Indigenous artists, 
activists and intellectuals in South America, Macarena Gómez-Barris found herself walking 
home in a dark valley in Peru. Reflecting upon her initial fear, loss of control, and complete 
disorientation while on the narrow track between a river and barbed-wire fences, she realised 
the “extent to which such an affective state is also a colonial and consumer-capitalist 
imposition” and an “externally imposed relation to fear.” Andean phenomenology “locates the 
subject in multirelational terms and blurs the binary distinctions between the human and 
biomatter into porous interactivity.” For Gómez-Barris this understanding enabled her to stop, 
recompose and complete her journey, ushering in “a different sensibility, one that extended 
into the unseen and unknown without the interruptions of the logics of separateness.”2  
 
To begin such a dark orientation I adopt ‘going dark’ as a tool to think with and a 
methodology to explore creative resistance. Borrowed from theatre vernacular ‘going dark’ 
refers to the annual closure of a performance space (typically a theatre) in order to attend to 
maintenance and administration. As an action I align it to feminist practices of care and taking 
time to “emphasize the ethico-political significance of care that inhabit everyday life.”3 As a 
consequence these practices, at any one time, may need to take precedence over the 
productive imperative. In a not dissimilar way ‘going dark’ has an association with FBI slang 
and refers to a period when an operative might go silent or undercover. In this scenario 
unquantifiable time is taken in order to observe, infiltrate, and gather information. In the film 
noir trope of the detective we are often presented with an outsider, caught in loops and 
deviations, chaotic, and racing against the clock but never on time in any sense of a neoliberal 
product-value scale. In this setting ‘going dark’ speaks to encrypted networks, coding, and 
decoding, actions that require careful and slow time. Contiguously ‘going dark’ brings to 
mind the radical acts of going underground, digging deep, dormancy, and disappearance. 
Common to all these situations are unconventional temporalities by which I mean 
temporalities that do not fit into linear models of efficient production. Finally, in a more 
literal sense, if we were to delve down, past surface illumination, and enter the nonhuman 
world of lively soil we would find, amongst other things, the active mycelial networks of 
fungi. Undercover in the dark, fungi attend to a complex system of careful nutrition exchange, 
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organisation, and communication between plants (and some genera of ants) across large 
expanses of territory. It has been imagined that fungi activate a wood wide web the equivalent 
of “Earth’s natural Internet.”4 Evolving over billions of years, humans have been slow to 
understand the importance of the symbiotic system of fungi and plants as an interconnected 
ecology. We have literally been in-the-dark.   
 
For the most part, in our ordinary mundane lives, we are similarly in-the-dark in relation to 
how information is channelled through and exchanged across the internet. Our attention is 
primarily drawn to the content that appears on the interfaces we interact with, the surface of 
the network. Underpinning the surface is a kind of ‘stratification’ a process Deleuze and 
Guattari refer to as the articulating of ‘substance’ into ‘form’ and ‘content’ into ‘expression.’5 
The action of contributing personal content is further augmented and influenced by data 
recognition patterns. These unseen channels funnel content into algorithmic information and 
feed back to the surface further content deemed analytically desirable. In a sense these 
looping behaviours form a content strata, which in turn influence filtered modes of 
expression. Savvy users can manipulate these patterns to drive energy towards their sites and 
pages through use of tags/keywords, hashtags, and search engine optimisation. The 
motivation is gratification through response and the preferred response time is fast. In a global 
network, response time is no longer linked to the local day-and-night cycle, as there is always 
someone awake somewhere. Jonathan Crary likens it to “a non-stop work site or an always 
open shopping mall.”6 If a site needs to go offline for maintenance the communication to 
users is generally couched in terms of how quickly issues will be resolved and how short the 
delays will be. Within the imagined world of the everyday internet the notion of ‘going dark,’ 
in the sense of taking care-full time, is the antithesis.  
 
As an assemblage, social media relies on an intricately woven number of interactions, human 
and nonhuman, to enliven its environment. Similarly, my companion fungi reside in an 
enmeshed soil assemblage. From topsoil to the dark loamy subsoil, soil is not one entity rather 
it “is composed of living and nonliving components having many interactions” in which biota 
“have been involved in its creation as well as adapting to life within it.”7 The matter of soil is 
engaged in a constant movement of unfolding and formation. To the human eye its visible 
expression can be seen on the surface in trees, plants, fungi, termite mounds, and various 
other burrows and breaches. Yet it is the invisible interactions in the dark, the ones taking 
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place underneath the surface that support these observable forms. A biodiverse soil is not a 
simple division of below and above, it is a looping of above with below. In other words the 
above ground structures (human, fauna, fungi, and flora) are in a continuous process of 
unfolding and returning back to the soil and underground. “A lively soil can only exist with 
and through a multispecies community of biota that makes it.”8 Although reliant on a form of 
repetition the timelines for these interconnections do not adhere to any standardised formula. 
Inherent in these interactions are differing temporal conditions. Unseasonal weather event, 
household composting, insect plant decimation, animal foraging, decaying body are all part of 
the greater assemblage of soil. Donna Haraway suggests we need to become more acquainted 
with the “Chthonic ones,” the ones that “romp in multicritter humus” in order to find new 
ways of being in and of this world beyond the capitalist extractive project, which also extends 
from this planet to other planets. For Haraway this requires “caring in both emergent 
similarity and difference” and the “Chthonic ones” are our best teachers as they “are monsters 
in the best sense.” They “demonstrate and perform the material meaningfulness of earth 
processes” and the consequences.9 
 
How might the constituents of soil provide a lens to view the interplays within social media? 
How might this view subsequently inspire a creative intervention? If we were to consider the 
invisible network in which the data races through to be ultimately digested by analytics for 
regurgitation, as something similar to the processes of soil then the quality of the content 
relies on what goes into it in the first place. It could be suggested there might be correlations 
between healthy or depleted content, and healthy or depleted soil, depending on what is 
driving the output. What then might healthy or depleted content look like? On the one hand 
the scenario is flawed from the onset as it uncovers more ethico-political problems 
particularly around questions of healthy to whom and depleted by what standard? On the 
other hand, viewed as a creative exercise it enables us to consider more critically the types of 
content and the affective qualities transmitted. For the purposes of this experiment I am taking 
the broad brushstroke to consider the type of content that is encouraged when market forces 
and data mining collude to manipulate user content in order to influence consumer 
behaviours. The result is what Crary refers to as an inevitable “generalized sameness” 
everywhere “accelerated consumption has become normalized.”10 In this scenario content 
becomes about endorsement. This is what I eat; this is how I relax; this is what I wear; this is 
who I support; what I don’t support; this is what I listen to, and you too could do this and 
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have the same benefits; be liked as much; be followed as much; be as influential. It is 
impossible to evaluate the extensiveness of social media content as it contains a plurality of 
voices, variables, and interest groups. Crary suggests the “majority of these microworlds, 
despite their patently different content, have a monotonous sameness in their temporal 
patterns.”11 Distilled we arrive back at two key markers - time and care - initially flagged as 
vital to a methodology of ‘going dark’. Maybe what viewing social media and its content 
through the lens of soil and its biota enables us to see is that the soil of social media is in need 
of some tending (time) and nourishing (care). Maybe what it needs is some good mulch and 
some dark time for a diverse flourishing to take place. In an environment where brightness 
and the spotlight seem to dominate, adopting ‘going dark’ as a tool for creative production 
might offer a quietening; a lull; a rest for the eyes; a surprising digression; a shifting to the 
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3. MUTATIONS: Witch’s Eggs in Waiting 
 
The changes are subtle 
Fine long hairs extend across the surface of the skin 
Detecting vibrations 
Relaying distortions 
It is thrilling 
#sensorial #dark #calibrations 
Bell Nyx, @darkdwellings 
 
Reorientation requires a halting 
A cessation 
A first stage recasting 
The undercurrents are thick and viscous 
The second stage is honey nectar sweet 
#intoxication #interlude 
Bell Nyx, @darkdwellings 
 
Taking a different evolutionary path, the mycelium retained its netlike form of interweaving 
chains of cells and went underground, forming a vast food web upon which life flourished. 
Paul Stamets, Mycelium Running 
 
 
If a mutation is entangled with “a changing”1, it is something always actively in the process of 
and in relation to a changing form; a changing pace; a changing view; a changing self. What 
happens when we loosen our habitual modes of participating in the world to shift our 
orientation and engage in a changing? Sarah Ahmed tells us “orientation matters,” not just in 
how we position ourselves in proximity to material objects but how our perceptions of their 
background and their arrival come to “shape the corporeal substance of bodies and whatever 
occupies space.”2 When we are in the dark it seems as if it is all around us. It is behind, 
beside, below, in front, and above. Its proximity is overwhelming precisely because we 
cannot face it. It is dizzyingly disorientating. If “bodies as well as objects take shape through 
being orientated toward each other”3 then it might seem like an impossible task to face the 
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dark. As a provocation, the difficulty of facing toward the dark requires me to reorient the 
orientation of “toward.” Although Ahmed is writing in the context of phenomenology and 
social relations, she is developing an argument for disorientation and the ways our actions 
materialize spaces. In this sense it is not a distant concern to transfer literally and ask how 
bodies and objects might take shape through being oriented multi-directionally in the dark? In 
posing this question I hope to open the potentials for more mutable relationships. 
 
It could be said that the future is behind us rather than in front, because we can’t see it, we 
can’t know it. What is in front is what we can see. It is what we know by engaging in habitual 
practices of being in, moving through and interpreting. Ahmed reminds us how the repetition 
of actions takes us in certain directions that include how we become orientated toward 
“objects of thought, feeling, and judgement” and “aims, aspirations, and objectives.” It is the 
movement of repetition that creates the effect of “tending toward.”4 Affective orientations are 
channelled very efficiently by the machinations of social media as we build a tendency toward 
some information flows over others. We move toward what is in front of us out of a sense of 
recognition through repetition. It is a familiarity that provides a certain security through the 
development of habit. “Habit provides the body with a consistency; a body that would 
otherwise be worn down by the shock of thought” a notion David Bissell develops from Brian 
Massumi where habit is the “defence against shocks of expression.”5 In other words there is a 
kind of smoothing or soothing of the surprise of objects or information through repetition. 
Such habits link to security in the notion of linear progress where production is fuelled by 
efficiency as repetition. Remove the linear inclination and then we can ask what is it to move 
when there is no attachment to forward? What space might be freed for new forms of surprise 
and creative interest? We are likely in-the-dark about what might happen next. Maybe this is 
the disorientation we feel in a dark place where we cannot determine the future. 
Indeterminacy surrounds us. “The future is dark” Virginia Woolf famously stated in her diary 
“which is on the whole, the best thing the future can be.”6 In this moment stepping forward 
may not be the best option. We may need to pause and consider a move to the side; a step 
back; a squat down; a diagonal shift. In the dark we do need to move and that move might be 
into an intense sensorial state. We need to undergo a changing.  
 
Aseroë rubra spends much of its time in the dark. Like the rhizome, it moves up, down and 
around ceaselessly establishing connections and increasing its dimensions. Deleuze and 
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Guattari liken the rhizome to a map (rather than a tracing) in which “it is entirely oriented 
toward an experimentation in contact with the real.”7 Making connections to plants and 
attachments to organic materials, fungi simultaneously provide nutrients for its expanding 
mycelial mat and the organisms in its vicinity. At any one point Aseroë rubra is orientated in 
a multi-directional relationship to its surroundings. Temporally untethered from the human 
concept of regular time Aseroë rubra is, however, finely attuned to things a-changing. As 
conditions align it will act fast. When the sporebody of Aseroë rubra ruptures through the 
topsoil its sudden appearance might be a welcome or unwelcome surprise for surface 
dwellers. It seems as if it appeared from nowhere. The sporebody is another experimentation 
“with the real” in which the fungi shifts its orientation and invites new connective bridges. I 
will expand on this further in the section “Speculative Fiction: Irresistible Coalitions and 
Consorts of the Air.”  
 
For now, imagine the activity below the figurative surfaces of our techno devices where 
immanent coded content is situated in multidirectional states waiting for a decoding switch 
(or a-changing) to bring it to the surface. The process of how content or media might surface 
from the intertwined networks of social media and the everyday-internet is both prosaic and 
surprising. Routinely, content is uploaded and followers receive it in their feeds. Additionally 
any number of potential pathways may direct or redirect the content, dependent on user 
interactions, sharing, and tags. The journey may be immediate and/or latent. The affect might 
be contingent on the relationship of the content to the surrounding media in any one feed. 
Despite efforts to constrain it through data algorithms and filters, digital media content, like 
mycelial mats, continues to make connections over varied temporal realities and to resurface 
in surprising ways. It could be said the content becomes a moving thing. Kathleen Stewart 
suggests moving things need to be mapped “through different, coexisting forms of 
composition, habituation, and event” where “they surge or become submerged.”8 If we regard 
the look and feel of the content that we see on our screens as a data stream to which we have 
become accustomed, a “surge” of unfamiliar content might trigger a surprise affect that breaks 
the flow. According to the affect theory developed by Silvan Tomkins, the surprise-startle 
affect is generally conceived of as the interrupter. It is designated neutral and likened to a 
resetting. As the more intense affect, startle is similar to what we know as the fight or flight 
response. The less intense surprise affect provides a juncture in which the next course of 
action is temporarily halted while a rapid evaluation takes place. Within this fine-tuned hiatus 
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is a vibration of potential. Orientation at this point is in momentary multi-directional 
suspension. Attention to is required. The common follow-on affect from surprise is interest, 
which “supports what is necessary for life and what is possible.”9 Interest might entice us to 
engage with something unfamiliar.  
 
If the surprise affect momentarily stops us and temporarily opens a gap, then what elements 
within a digital media project might work to spark our interest? Generally non-linear and non-
narrative practices engage unconventional framing techniques. Such elements as “white noise; 
rhythm; hashtag; cut; cinematic blankness and slowness” can be exploited to “escape 
dominant codifications of meanings.” Within a saturated environment competing for attention 
such elements might extend into a social media landscape as counter-narratives generating the 
possibility for “practices of resistance to be ignited.”10 When the anemone stinkhorn surfaces, 
the visually striking crimson tentacles and out-of-place morphology are a surprise within the 
predominantly subdued chromatic environs it is found. As my thinking companion, Aseroë 
rubra inspires me to reverse its flamboyant tactic in relation to the landscape I am operating 
in. Going DARK consequently arrives darkly cloaked and texturally tenebrous within a 
brightly saturated online media environment. The text and images literally hug the left side of 
the histogram in a tonal version of turning the lights down. John Berger speaks of the 
unexpected moments where “we catch sight of another visible order which intersects with 
ours and has nothing to do with it.”11 The customary order, perhaps the aggregated order of 
our social media feed, is interrupted by the intersection of some thing. How we respond to the 
thing depends on how curious we are and how willing we are to deviate from the linear. 
Either way a spore has been ingested. 
 
The dark descends and the night envelops, it is more than something that happens, it is a 
thing. Philosopher Ray Sorensen states “the thing we see in the dark is the dark.”12 As a 
literary device the dark presents as an active agent not singular but intricately entwined with 
all the sounds, breaths, movements and moistures of those that are simultaneously 
encompassed and interact through it and with it. Jane Bennett would name this the dark’s 
“thing-power” where it exercises its force on humans by “virtue of its operating in 
conjunction with other things.”13 In this sense the dark has the materiality of an assemblage⎯ 
like the internet, like fungi, like soil. The assemblage of the dark might include the earth’s 
rotation away from the sun; the temperature drop from direct heat loss; the circadian rhythms 
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influencing sleep in some and activity in others; the spectre conjured from events past; the 
low light calm; the rhythms of night insects; the disciplinary story; and the concurrence of one 
or more of the previous toward the shaping of behaviours. If dark is a thing, and if “bodies do 
things” then “things might also “do bodies.”14 In the dark how a body moves, and how 
multiple bodies gather is in response to an “atmospheric attunement” in both material and 
affective ways.15 As a condition of the dark the atmosphere shifts, it touches the body and 
leaves an impression. In the dark a changing happens. The human visual bias gives way to 
other senses. What in one moment might be panic and fear of self-dissolution, a position 
sustained when “one thinks of the subject as an autonomous self independent of the 
environment,” becomes in the next a full expression of capability when one understands they 
are part of a “distributed system.”16 Maybe proceeding in the dark is not the point. Maybe 
proceeding is too bound to productive output. Maybe what is needed is a reorientation having 
nothing to do with forward or backward or a way out. Maybe it is about comprehending a 
way in. Like the rich layers of soil the layered informational networks of the everyday-
internet provide rich terrain to incubate, get lost, and be found. It has everything to do with 
delight-fully slipping between the cracks; unconventional movement; night pollination; care-
full ministration; unforeseen encounters and #shifting #sensors.17 
  
 





Bell Nyx, 3.07.2019 Twitter. 
Bell Nyx, 7.07.2019 Twitter. 
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4. BECOMING: Devil’s Slimy Fingers 
 
Slipping easily between cracks 
We rediscovered our mark ways 
And repossessed our water lines 
#shady #artful #stealth 
Bell Nyx, @darkdwellings 
 
Few fungi look as alien as this one, with bifurcating red tentacles bursting out of a small 
white egg…the spores smeared around the mouth of the hollow stem. 
Geoffrey Kibby, The Weird, Wonderful and Smelly World of Stinkhorns 
 
 
If we actively seek the cracks between the habitual, how might we care-fully tend to the gaps 
between the familiar in order to encourage the flourishing of unconventional worlds? Worlds 
in which multiple human and nonhuman ontologies might walk “beside and alongside.” 
Worlds that seek “different ways of following lines” and “different ways of deviating from 
them.” Worlds that “support” “those whose lives and loves make them appear oblique, 
strange, and out of place.” Worlds that apprehend “queer moments of deviation”1 as delightful 
“performances of liveability.”2 A deviation being at once a choice to step away from a 
normative position and the productive imperative, to engage in an orientation of generous and 
care-full curiosity. A liveability being a recognition of the impossibility of one position in the 
face of many intertwined influences performing at any one time. Dreaming of these worlds I 
identify elements in the queer orientations of Sara Ahmed and the “polyphonic assemblages” 
of Anna Tsing to imagine what these spaces of encounter might look like.3 I propose pursuing 
desire lines over concrete paths; tidal waterways over dams; tree canopies over poles; 
moonlight over spotlight; mud puddles over sandpits; subterranean lacunae over edifices. In 
Australia, these are the spaces mapped by wombats, powerful owls, flying foxes, oysters, 
corellas, possums, blue soldier crabs and sugar ants. These offerings walk beside each other 
haunting urban architectural spaces and inhabiting less human-populated regions. To follow a 
creek in the city might mean walking through a concrete structure, or hovering above a 
culvert, or attuning to the signals that tell you the waterway is still underfoot even if invisible, 
or sensing the barest flicker of a “ghost” owl navigating its journey through a once-woodland. 
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As psychogeographical cartographies they tentatively reach out to the nonhuman entities 
travelling similar paths in distinctive configurations and oscillating temporalities. Members of 
the mid twentieth century avant-garde organization Situationist International adopted the 
dérive as a methodology for research and analysis into a modern city’s “psychogeographical 
articulations.” Guy Debord defined the dérive as “quite different” to the aimless stroll as it 
entailed gathering knowledge and calculating possibilities from the “constant currents, fixed 
points and vortexes” within the contours of the city. In particular the dérive must provide an 
“ecological analysis of the absolute or relative character of fissures in the urban network, of 
the role of microclimates, of distinct neighborhoods with no relation to administrative 
boundaries” alongside the “dominating action of centers of attraction.”4 Half a century on and 
beyond a human-centric focus the dérive offers a springboard for more posthuman concerns. 
Rather than a political response to the banality of city life dominated by the automobile and 
freeways of the nineteen fifties, the psychogeography I speak of is one that tunes into 
heterogeneous landscape assemblages. These assemblages seep through the urban gaps past 
the logic of architectural frameworks, and hint at more than human pathways in teasing and 
enticing ways. Rather than banality, they are an urgent response to the global fallout of the 
urban city and unlike Debord I would suggest “the last hours of the night are generally” 
suitable “for dérives.”  
 
It is a night journey we travel when entering the fictional world of Going DARK. Within the 
twilight realm unfolding we are offered glimpses of multiple affective encounters and hybrid 
connections. The interlocutor reveals the necessity of “sympoietic” relationships as the 
inhabitants of this world find new ways to be in and to navigate with its dark terrain. Donna 
Haraway proposes being cognizant of our “sympoietic arrangements” rather than 
individualistic arrangements as the only way we can be effective in “ecological 
assemblages.”5 These arrangements understand that an individual biological unit is 
misleading because “entanglement bursts categories and upends identities.”6 We are always 
engaged in the ever shifting and intrinsic relation of “making-with.” In other words we are 
intimately more-than-human, with fungi, with soil, with plants and their carbon dioxide 
breath, and with toxins of our own rearrangement that resist our casting-off only to 
inconveniently resurface in precarious forms. For the inhabitants of Going DARK, this form 
manifests as a kind of allergic reaction to “the bright.” 
 
   
 
   
   




Fig 2. Bell Nyx (@darkdwellings), Going DARK, Twitter, June 18, 2019.  
 
Within the speculative framework of Going DARK, the interlocutor draws our attention to the 
human and nonhuman polyphonic assemblages that are part of being with and navigating in 
the dark. The scent of night blooms; the taste of night air; the nocturnal purrs and hums; the 
glints and shadows; and the tactile vibrations and distortions. The dark in this world refuses 
the metaphysical position aligned with the ignorant and the unenlightened truth. As a “thing” 
committed to sympoietic arrangements with critters of all types, atmospheric vapors and 
heady perfumes the dark revealed in this world cannot be broken down to such ill-conceived 
binaries.7  
 
For my companion Aseroë rubra, escaping the specter of medieval theology and its concepts 
of dark corruption and transcendant light is not quite so easy. Perhaps one of the colloquial 
names for the stinkhorn, the devil’s slimy fingers, reveals more about the human tensions of 
desire and repulsion rather than the powers of light and dark. The three descriptive words 
inscribed upon our delight-full stinkhorn are little more than a thinly veiled disguise for 
sensorial and lascivious glee. The devil draws us close, beckons us with hot slimy fingers. 
Slimy, slippery, tricky fingers. Crimson bifurcated fingers. Slimy fingers radiating out and 
slipping in, inbetween the creases. These slippery fingers are generative, embracing, ecstatic, 
emerging, and submerging. They are the tender tendrils of octopi inquisitively investigating 
crevices and cracks; the deviating lines of hyphae sourcing nutrients for a mycelial network. 
They are pleasure, and wonder, and wondrous. Aseroë rubra is a queer spell casting of sorts, 
its dazzling digits lure consorts to a feast to latterly cast out its delight-full ways. We need to 
cast similar speculative spells cloaked in fictions and enfolded in care-full conditions. 
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Speculative fabulations that help us imagine a world beyond the dystopian gloom or the 
utopian dream for a selected few. 
 
The transient and itinerant spaces of a mobile and networked everyday-internet offer rich 
casting grounds for fictional interventions enmeshed in the “contingencies of encounter.”8 
These encounters offer words, images, sounds, entangled within an online ecology where 
content is always in relation to its surrounding media. In this way such a project is reliant 
more on these spaces of encounter than on the conventions of fictional formulas. Similarly, 
the physical environments we inhabit and operate in reach through our social media spaces 
casually augmenting the happenstance meeting. In this sense the everyday-internet becomes 
another tool or prosthesis through which we cognitively navigate our world. We are 
“immersed in a set of technologically mediated practices” in which our body co-extends with 
its environment, receiving and processing information that emanates from our “genetic 
structures, as much as that which is relayed by satellites and wired circuits throughout the 
advanced world.”9 The ways we maneuver in our daily terrain alongside our online presence 
are equally charged and affective. This is not just an administrative extension it is a whole 
other set of relational practices infused with volatile votives, aspirational inscriptions and 
affirmational castings. There is “a sense of being on the interface in some kind of 
technosomatic way.”10 Exploring the relationships between “human beings as feeling 
individuals and affective bodies” and “technologically enabled infotainment 
producer/consumers” Joanne Garde-Hansen and Kristyn Gorton develop their concept “emo-
techno-ecology.” When technology enables the “domestication of urban space and the 
urbanization of domestic space” there is a blurring of “bodies, emotions, and technologies.”11 
It is into this flickering architecture of the virtual and the real that “emo-techno-ecology” 
connects with and raises attention to matters of care.  
 
I repeatedly speak of matters of care and delight. Care-full castings; care-full and delight-full 
ways; delight-full deviations ⎯ each drawing attention to the fullness signified by the 
hyphen. In this context the word full as an adjunct requires one to think expansively, to 
actively look beyond the limits of habit or routine containment in order to respond 
appropriately. It also recognises what seems appropriate may not be what is expected. The 
concept of care I build on is embedded in a lineage of feminist discourse engaged in a “thick 
present”12 in which care, in its multiple concerns, is a vital and messy part. Inherent within 
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these practices of care are feminist practices of  “stirring up” (Haraway), “disrupting” (Puig 
de la Bellacasa), “disturbing” (Tsing) and forming “radical coalitions” (Gómez-Barris) in 
order to bring about “potent” responses in urgent times to “become-with each other or not at 
all.”13 Rather than care based in “nostalgic” or “idealised” notions of a “smooth harmonious 
world,” a messy world in trouble necessitates a care that engages in “vital ethico-affective 
everyday practical doings.”14 This orientation to care recognizes care for one might be 
something very different for an other. The unequal distributions of care and assumptions of 
generalised care associated with a pre-planned action or response after-the-fact, contribute to 
the fraught conditions of care. The care I consider engages in “sustainable and flourishing 
relations, not merely survivalist or instrumental ones” that are reactive or responsive. It casts 
out from the micropolitics of domestic and social spaces to the greater implications of our 
relationships with earthly others and the “inescapable troubles of interdependent 
existences.”15 It is a care that equally comprehends the affects of the words we use and the 
knowledges we assume. Equally it is “becoming subject to the unsettling obligation of 
curiosity, which requires knowing more at the end of the day than at the beginning.”16 Or the 
care that acknowledges the effects of ensuring a subdued night light for human and nonhuman 
others and the delight in encountering a vast night sky. It is a care that can be delight-full. 
Embedded in the strata of etymology, delight delightfully keeps company with the Latin 
delectare “to allure, delight, charm, please”—elements essential to any good spellcasting.17 In 
addition my concepts of care-full and delight-full look to the hyphen as active⎯ an ever so 
brief pause between words⎯ a temporary moment in motion. It is surprising the affect. 
Moving from one word to the next, from care to full, the signal is amplified to the fullness of 
delight and the expansiveness of care. It is to step away from the old reactive habits of 
association, limitation, and social commentary⎯ “You must be careful.” “How utterly 
delightful!” In a sense it might shift the lens of in solidarity with (gender, race, social justice, 
multi-species, postcolonial and decolonial practices) to incorporate in celebration with, 
encompassing care “in both emergent similarity and difference”18 In care-fully shifting the 
view we are able to delight-fully engage with the oblique which may mean being care-fully 
quiet or delight-fully attentive. It encourages being attentive without colonising a position. 
Braidotti reminds us “the truth of the matter is one cannot deconstruct a subjectivity one has 
never been fully granted; one cannot diffuse a sexuality that has historically been defined as 
dark and mysterious.”19 Paying attention in these ways might not offer easy solutions or 
remedies to urgent global problems entangled in a “rigid system” but it offers a resistance that 
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can influence a form. A “joyful disobedience” (Braidotti) can be delight-full even if it “does 
not bring the other system to a halt” it still flows and “continues beneath the line, forever 
mutant.”20 This type of engagement requires being with and staying in, never stepping out to 
leave or to vacate.21 Taking up Donna Haraway’s provocation of “staying with the trouble” in 
these “disturbing times” we are asked to find ways of being in a “myriad unfinished 
configurations of places, times, matters, meanings.”22 
 
 
Fig 3. Bell Nyx (@BellNyx), Going DARK, Facebook, June 8, 2019.  
 
“Exiting is #notanoption.”23 Finding oneself in the dark confronted by things unfamiliar might 
feel alarming. The first response may be to find a way out, the flight response or startle affect, 
but how can we find a way out if we don’t understand what we are in?  
 
 
Fig 4. Bell Nyx (@darkdwellings), Going DARK, Twitter, June 26, 2019. 
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To be in something we need to cast out to see what comes back. We cannot afford to be 
passive or detached even if we are standing still (for the moment). We cast out our senses in 
order to attune to the environment we are in. Our whole being vibrates as we carefully 
decipher what we are engaging with. Casting is an action. It actively seeks a way into 
something in order to care-fully find a way to be with it. If being in the dark permeates our 
being through olfactory reception, moisture vapors and other affective responses surfacing 
from within and infiltrating from without then it is not just something exterior to our being. If 
the dark moves through us then we need to start thinking porously. We need to comprehend 
the interstices through which the “circuits and flows” of “ordinary affects” travel.24 For my 
companion stinkhorn and its tentacular hyphae, actively seeking and simultaneously 
expanding porous spaces is part of being in the soil (in the dark). Soil is typically fifty percent 
solid and fifty percent pores. The pores are spaces filled with water and/or air and can be 
referred to as “the porosphere.”25 In this sphere “the basic character of the pore space affects 
and is affected by critical aspects of almost everything that occurs in the soil.” In general, the 
pore space is not a discrete object, it has no “obvious boundaries” rather it “has fluid 
pathways.”26 The action of the organisms such as “roots, earthworms and insects” moving 
through and participating in the soil contribute to the opening up of pore spaces; the creation 
of interconnected channels; and the amalgamation or collapse of old pore spaces. These 
actions influence “the physiological functions of the plants and microorganisms”27 and “the 
nature and behavior of the soil.”28 What these actions might suggest is that without a 
compulsion to cast out⎯to disturb; to connect in care-full “doing” ways; to follow pathways 
and in the process make new ones⎯things might remain in a kind of stasis. The potentiality 
of the soil would remain in a kind of lock down. To think porously in the dark is to 
simultaneously cast our senses out and register the affective spaces within. To combine “the 
accuracy of the cartographer with the hyper-sensitivity of the sensualist.”29 To think porously 
requires leaving the straight path and the linear narrative for a more speculative and mobile 
undertaking. To think with the myriad configurations, human and nonhuman, whose actions 
and interactions rely on and make up this thing called the dark. To think porously in the dark 
is to form coalitions. To think porously in the dark is a becoming of sorts. Becoming dark.  
 
Becoming dark is a resistance. Care-fully and delight-fully it impedes the productive 
imperative associated with a market economy. It hinders quick turn-arounds for a temporality 
that strays here and there, rapidly surfacing and then lying low. It creates the appearance of 
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disappearance while it equally waits to be found (or known). It shuns hyperactive, spotlight 
endorsements and bright shiny things. It forms undemanding transitory nourishing alliances. 
In Going DARK the tenebrous interlocutor vibrates in an indeterminate space. Their words 
revel in a dense corporeality thick with visceral queer turns. They engage in a politics that 
moves beyond human exceptionalism for one that considers “the strengths of diverse and 
shifting coalitions.”30 They challenge an “old-fashioned social imaginary” that renders 
hybridity, change and difference within a “panic-stricken moralistic register of deviancy.”31 
They blurr the edges of gender, the human and nonhuman casting off the habit of designation 
and attribute for the potential to dream into the gap. This leads me back to my companion 
fungi and its queer ways. Fungi are “ideal guides.” They are “recalcitrant to the iron cage of 
self-replication.” They “are given to exchanging genes in nonreproductive encounters.” They 
can be hard to definitively pin down in terms of “individuals,” “species” and “populations.” 
Fungi feed and nourish in care-full ways, their generous eating delight-fully “makes worlds 
for others.”32 They breakdown harmful elements in their environments, from toxic petroleum 
products to traces of heavy metals, into components that can be reabsorbed as nutrients. In the 
following section I think with fungi and its queer eruptions as I approach the self-replicating 
habits of social media. Alongside my Going DARK interlocutor and companion Aseroë rubra 
I pursue casting out in order to implant nutrients in the interstices. In the process, it may break 





Bell Nyx, 14.07.2019 Twitter 
Kibby, 68. 
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5. SPECULATIVE FICTION:  
Consorts of the Air and Irresistible Coalitions 
 
I learnt to interpret their nocturnal scripts  
It filled me with curious pleasure  
They made me see how we had bent and constrained time.  
It was and still is a patient game. 
#Nocturnal #Scripts #Travelling #ThroughTime 
Bell Nyx, @darkdwellings 
 
There are also flying spores. 
 
Spores take off toward unknown destinations, mate across types, and, at least occasionally, 
give rise to new organisms – a beginning for new kinds.  
Anna Tsing, The Mushroom at the End of the World 
 
 
How might bodies continue to insert, intervene, and interrupt in vital ways within a 
technosphere? How might such bodies travel along porous lines in dark virtual streams to 
erupt in poetic collisions? How might the stories they carry offer a speculative lens for a 
future becoming now? These questions underpin the transmissions of Going DARK.  
 
N. Katherine Hayles situates us in the “cognisphere.” A globally interconnected system 
between “human, animal and machine.” Taking up from Donna Haraway’s 1985 “A Cyborg 
Manifesto,” Hayles proposes the rapid progress of “distributed cultural cognitions” extending 
through people and their technologies has been the main advancement in the last three 
decades, rather than the development of the individual cyborg.1 Where Haraway once 
provoked for lively machines, Hayles now claims they are more cognitive than 
ever⎯intelligent, multiple, co-evolving, densely complex and embracing biological species. 
As the most recent expression of the co-evolutionary dynamic of human and tool, Hayles 
provides a compelling picture for the current technological acceleration. My concern is how 
matters of care might continue to enact within a world co-inhabited by such extensive human-
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non-human systems. It is bound to get messy. The figuration of the assemblage allows us to 
understand that no thing is singular and neatly bound to cultures, species or things. Hayles 
suggests cultural beliefs and practices play a part in monitoring the “co-evolutionary spiral.”  
Can such a position be faithfully relied upon? If our sense of self is dispersed in “distributed 
cognitive systems” situated globally, they equally loop back to surface locally in our 
aggregated social media networks. Do we actually shift from previous forms of homogeneity 
when media networks remain reliant on replication of code, data and data system analysis and 
the reductionism of qualitative and quantitative data? If we add to this the fact we can arrive 
in the middle of a social media post without the background information the content stream is 
situated in, we can only bring what we tend toward as a response. In this sense media 
networks risk erasing the embodied and embedded for what is a surface reaction. To resist 
such flattening maybe we need to cultivate what Rosi Braidotti names a “trans-personal 
capacity.” Grounded in “the radical immanence of a sense of belonging to and being 
accountable for a community, a people and a territory,” bringing care-full understanding to 
these spaces blurring through networks and distributed systems.2 To the list of 
accountabilities in Braidotti’s 2006 essay, I would add the nonhuman and inorganic, in order 
to reflect the greater stakes at play in our current technosphere. To experiment in affective and 
material ways in a digitally enhanced everyday world I continue to turn my gaze to the 




Figure 5. Bell Nyx (@darkdwellings), Going DARK, Twitter, June 22, 2019. 
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Association and memory play out in repetitive cycles within the daily practices of the 
everyday-internet. We become habituated to easy access information and usually defer to the 
same channels. A little similar to how neural pathways become stronger the more we repeat a 
certain action or thought. Wikipedia, News.com, Google search, Facebook, Twitter represent 
shortcuts to easy information⎯ much of it aggregated. To dig deeper takes time. It might 
require clicking through a succession of hyperlinks (linking codes) to find information other 
than the content assembled for your convenience. In marketing terms the biggest hurdle is to 
get a reader to actually click through to the product sales page (the click through rate). Access 
to content, whether it is the search for new information or memory assist, can happen in slow 
or fast cycles. The retrieval of information is dependent on many factors including top listings 
influenced by Search Engine Optimisation (SEO) and the popularity of a site. Additionally a 
thorough search requires a cognisance of associated search terms. To go below the 
instantaneous gratification of surface level content requires deftness and creative correlation. 
As a practice it extends the memory skills of paying attention and taking time, both crucial for 
seeing beyond the general “noise” of the system. In some respects it is similar to 
remembering the landscape in order to recognise the unfamiliar. Kathleen Stewart perceives 
something akin to this in her concept of atmospheric attunements. In one case Stewart 
references a section from Andre Dubus III’s novel The Garden of Last Days, in the moment a 
strip club bouncer “scanned the club for pockets, those dark human spaces in the room where 
something has just changed.”3 A. Alvarez describes a similar event while accompanying 
police patrols on night duty in London and New York. Querying why two London officers 
were repeatedly slowing down and peering into what seemed desolate and derelict areas, they 
replied “You get a feel for something not looking right.” “And if you don’t look you don’t 
see.” Alvarez comprehends the experience by grasping “the shadows are familiar; what they 
are looking for is a disturbance in the shadows.”4 The embodied actions of taking slow time 
combined with the cognitive functions that require creative associations are another aspect of 
a main concern within my inquiry⎯ perceiving and activating the gaps. Returning briefly to 
the work of Tomkins and the surprise-startle affect, the ability to recognise the unfamiliar in 
the familiar is also a condition of self-preservation. At its most intense we calibrate something 
unfamiliar to assess a possible threat. At its least intense the unfamiliar prompts our interest 
and may potentially contribute to self-preservation in surprising ways in the long-term. 
Similar to the dark pixels leaning to the left side of the histogram, it is the left side of lesser 
intensity on the affect graph that captures my attention. To exercise an interest in the 
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unfamiliar is to be in two temporalities⎯ one that is immanently present and one that 
recognises a future in that present. “What is remembered must also be compelling here and 
now. The individual must care.”5 In care-fully perceiving the gaps we are able to enact upon 
delight-full interruptions. As Tsing reminds us “If we are interested in livability, 
impermanence, and emergence, we should be watching the action of landscape 
assemblages.”6  
 
In a social media landscape intensities coalesce around media content. The content might 
change or shift slightly in the way it is shared or reposted. It might merge with other content 
mutating into different strands. It might disappear from view but it is always there, waiting to 
be found or brought to the surface once again. In general, content is replication in different 
guises, as is the code that underscores the stability of a website or user interface. Once you 
can see the pattern you become more alert to the anomalies⎯ the unfamiliar⎯ the points of 
interest. Is it familiar? Is it the same story in a different configuration? We are led to believe 
the familiar is safe. It also takes less effort, which is a boon for a market economy. Better the 
devil you know. The familiar can be directed to blindly co-opt us into situations we might not 
initially realise compromise our freedoms and/or ethical positions. The unfamiliar reminds us 
to be careful in our familiarity and to be care-full with our unfamiliarity.  
 
Into the familiar/unfamiliar gap the hashtag slips. As a lateral signifier or user generated 
keyword it promiscuously courts ambiguous liaisons. “The devil is a transporter”⎯ amidst 
the endless content production and data aggregation the devilish hashtag transports its 
“humors” and “affects.” For the devil is the anomaly bordering the safety of familiar 
territory.7 Like the time-travelling machine of Dr Who fame (a detective of sorts caught up in 
a space noir fiction) the hashtag shuns the linear highway of the hyperlink for a more random 
set of co-ordinates. There is no direct or purposeful destination because the hashtag, like the 
stinkhorn, like the dark, is ambivalent. The hashtag casts out in order to be in some thing. 
Compared to the unswerving hyperlink, the hashtag is unfixed and “cannot be understood in 
terms of production, only in terms of becoming.”8 Engaged in a process of surfacing, 
submerging and resurfacing, the only participations to concern a hashtag are anomalous 
alliances. The hashtag, propagates, expands, infiltrates, and like our detective it goes 
undercover to occupy multiple sites, it becomes fly⎯  “The Devil is lord of the flies”⎯ 
meaning it is a multiplicity9. It momentarily lands amidst a range of different concerns. Its 
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exterior disguises its interior, masking its subject. Hashtags are mobile and mutable they are 
spores in disguise, ecstatic travellers becoming fly. Hashtags mix it up, they play in the dark, 
they orientate from all sides both familiar and unfamiliar, they offer links but never 
allegiances because like spores they are “open-ended” communications and “hard to pin 
down; that is their grace.”10 
 
As an interventionist ally within the self-replicating habits of social media landscapes the 
hashtag sits in counterpoint to the individual posts in Going DARK. The posts as self- 
contained media objects are constructed as dark tile text images (see figures 1-8 and 
Appendices A-E). The texts and/or images can be read individually as a statement, 
instruction, account or a poetic reflection. As texts they mine the familiarity of aphorisms and 
aspirational quotes as a tool of disguise. They attempt a deceptive assimilation into their 
surrounding environment but their dark tones ask for more time. One has to adjust focus to 
read the dark grey text or to see the suggested detail in a shadowy image. The posts disturb 
the quick time swipe rhythm. In their dark cloak, it seems they do not wish to be noticed. It is 
this unassuming quality that provides the foil and creates a glitch or momentary surprise. The 
hashtag sits outside the frame or media object while simultaneously referencing the content 
inside the frame. They create their own momentary poetic⎯#nightbreath #sweeping #quietly 
#through⎯ before disbanding and spilling over into the uncontained greater landscape of 
social media. They hint at more. More to surface or more surface to un/cover. The post has a 
limited lifespan like the erupting sporebody of Aseroë rubra. It is the hashtag that promises a 
resurfacing at some point somewhere within the greater data terrain. A hashtag is then in 
relation to its coalitions⎯ #dark, #darkpath, #darkarts, #darkcity, #darkflight, #darksecrets, 
#darkassembly, #darkmaps to name a few. Entering any one of these hashtags into the social 
media search bar will conjure a media object from the Going DARK cohort. The content will 
resurface alongside countless other dark travellers of various persuasions colliding in strange 
and unfamiliar ways and in no particular order.11 Unlike collaborations aimed at the 
completion of a common goal, these coalitions are not bound to one purpose only. Coalitions 
are gatherings in temporary service to each other before disbanding. They coalesce and 
redistribute. Coalitions are far from filial in any sense of loyalty, succession or reproduction. 
Instead they find kin along the way. Even when their threads seem invisible, hashtags are in 
constant motion, emerging in unlikely gatherings alongside questionable companions. 
Forming, separating, and reforming⎯ they hijack the habit of making sense in order to elude 
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death. In a sense coalitions have more in common with “unstable assemblages” where shifting 
opportunities are enabled for some or debilitated for others depending on the conditions.12 
 
 
The hashtag can disassemble the content from its original social media stream and reassemble 
it alongside other social media content. This tendency bears similarity to the practices of cut-
up and collage as developed in the 1920’s by the Dadaists and later by writers and artists such 
as William S. Burroughs, Kathy Acker and Christian Marclay (literary examples are 
Burroughs’ Naked Lunch 1959 and Acker’s Blood and Guts in Highschool 1984; moving 
image examples are Marclay’s video works Telephones 1995 and Crossfire 2007). The 
separation of media/text from its original context to be reassembled anew also shares 
affiliation with digital remix and mashup cultures such as the work of collaborative duos 
Soda_Jerk and Cassette Boy. (Soda_Jerk’s Terror Nullius 2018 and Cassette Boy’s Cassette 
Boy vs David Cameron – Getting’ Piggy With It 2015). However, the hashtag differs from the 
deliberate precision of scissors or the edit button. The hashtag is non-commital. By this I 
mean, it shares the same action of separating the media from its original context but only to 
form unforeseen temporary coalition/s beyond the author’s influence. In the context of Going 
DARK the hashtag is the double articulation of form and content. It cuts or separates the 
content from the form it is nestled within (the designated social media feed) to insert the 
content into another form (a hashtag word stream), temporarily assembling a new expression 
in relation to its surrounding media objects (or posts). The hashtag delivers the content into an 
indeterminate process of disassembling and reassembling. The only thing that a hashtag - as 
spore becoming fly - takes seriously is its line of flight. This is important because it is through 
the relationship of the fly’s indifferent business that the spores can land and express their 
difference. The expression of the spore is the anemone stinkhorn’s startling sporebody. The 
expression of Going DARK lies in the media content’s unexpected opacity. In both contexts it 
is the surprising difference that creates a pause, disturbs the flow of repetition and presents 
the potential for a shift in orientation. A search on Instagram under the hashtag #saltyskin 
(Going DARK post 22.06.2019) will assemble a grid view of images predominately featuring 
sea, sand, and feminine bodies in bikinis; #darkgift (Going DARK post 16.07.2019) assembles 
images featuring vampire themes and accessories; #blackforestcake (Going DARK post 
12.07.2019) assembles a multitude of cakes, black forest or otherwise (see Appendix F). 
Amid such repetition the dark media content is similar to a glitch, a momentary drop-out from 
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the saturated simulacra. Sara Ahmed reminds us “the work of repetition is not neutral work.” 
Repeated word and image associations cement a dominant representation and in turn over 
time orient “the body in some ways rather than others.”13 To disturb such repetition is to offer 
the opportunity to enter a different stream. 
 
The hashtag reminds us the presently assembled composition is not final, it is not definitive, 
rather it is ever changing and cannot be constrained. In this way it shares the temporality 
implicit within the rhizomatic assemblage; the noise in the system; and the contingent 
coalition. It coalesces, only to disband. It recognises that no thing is finite rather it must be 
understood in relation to its present assemblage and in recognition of inevitable movement or 
flux. Viewed through a feminist lens, practices of cutting up, remixing, and the formation of 
temporary coalitions do not forget their lineages rather they observe their histories and absorb 
their contingencies in order to map new pathways and follow new threads. In other words, it 
is the difference between thinking arboreally or rhizomorphously. The dominant fixed tracing 
obfuscates the conditions for arrival allowing such expression to continue, replicate and 
proliferate. People with trees in their heads must surely risk splitting their skulls open with 
sharp binary branches.14 While those with rhizomes contain endless convoluted passageways 
in which creeping rootstalks wend their way nestling shoots here and there. It is hard not to 
consider the family tree, the phallocentric tree, the father tree pushing up from its taproot to 
axially branch out and state its fixed claim. Meanwhile the matrilineal line quickly loses all 
angularity in a mass of expanding nodes and messy roots⎯ augmenting to accommodate 
other roots, forging new connections and taking in a few strays along the way.  
 
Surfacing from the entangled etymology of coalition is the Latin stem alescere meaning ‘to 
grow’ formed from the verb alere ‘nourish.’15 Nourish can take on many forms. It can be 
delight-full, care-full and also alluring. A sticky sweet treat rewards the attention of the 
charmed fly landing on the Anemone stinkhorn. Some would say it is a trap. The fly has been 
tricked into landing on a potential brooding site only to find itself an unwitting host for eager 
spores. If we take the unfamiliar view we might see there is an exchange taking place⎯ a 
temporary coalition providing nourishment and growth. Beware the trap of cause and effect⎯ 
the line of laying a trap to the trapped, the trap of the trap. The fly with its happy passengers 
is far from trapped. The stinkhorn rather than a trap is more like a friend with benefits. 
Meanwhile, the fly after being lured by scent; buffeted by air currents; distracted by potential 
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opportunities; finally ejects the spores haphazardly with no finite plan. Nothing is guaranteed. 
A fly is a blur. A buzzing blur. It buzzes past in a busy blur of untold trysts. Some of these we 
might call fortuitous, while others near misses or dead ends (in both senses). These 
qualifications are no concern to the fly. The fly is too busy blurring its world. In other 
words⎯ the wonder of hashtags (and spores) is they are beholden to no one. Once released 
their loyalty is distracted. Rather they are becoming fly and the fly is equally a consort of the 
Anemone stinkhorn and the devil. 
 
Speculative fiction engages in a blurring. It blurs genres, timeframes and the sciences. Like 
spores, like the dark, it is hard to pin down. It eschews straight up definitions for the many 
lines it casts out to be in or become with. In Haraway’s figuration of speculative fabulation 
story telling and fact telling go hand in hand to pattern “possible worlds and possible times, 
material-semiotic worlds, gone, here, and yet to come.”16 For Haraway and similarly aligned 
thinkers, stories offer a practice of invention that allows for the urgent reimaginings and 
flourishings of our world in ways that “reconnect with each other, in multispecies well-
being.”17 These stories are grounded in ethico-political concerns engaged with “resistance, 
revolt,” and “repair” in recognition of the fact the “established disorder is not necessary.”18 
Grounded firmly in Terra, Haraway implores us to “Think we must; we must think.”19 This 
thinking might entail “thinking with” any number of material configurations (fungi, fly, dark, 
night-blooms, hashtag) in care-full ways. Extending on ethnographer Marilyn Strathern’s 
statement ⎯ “It matters what ideas we use to think other ideas”⎯ Haraway and many others 
continue to offer a petition of variations. “It matters what thoughts think thoughts…It matters 
what worlds world worlds. It matters what stories tell stories.”20 “It matters which figures 
figure figures, which systems systematize systems.”21 
 
Stories can nourish and surface in surprising chthonic configurations entangled in the 
networks of “IT critters.”22 They can be short and fleeting, wrapped up neatly in a sentence, 
140 characters (the original character count for tweets), a flash fiction, a serial Twitter thread, 
a sound work, a photo series, a video log. Going DARK is an experiment in a speculative 
fiction where the experience of the story blurs across text, image and sound through entangled 
sites (social media platforms), timeframes and locations in polysemous ways. It has any 
number of entry points and can be followed in any number of configurations. It does not 
guarantee an end rather it offers a continual unfolding. It attempts to interrupt the habitual 
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storying of self on social media by destabilising “worlds of thinking with other worlds of 
thinking.”23 In thinking through these other worlds I draw on Haraway’s concept of “kin as 
oddkin” where the genealogical and biogenetic family no longer occupy a dominant position 
rather a position alongside and with nonhuman kinds of kin.24 Haraway calls upon feminists 
to exercise radical “leadership in imagination, theory, and action to unravel the ties of both 
genealogy and kin, and kin and species.”25 It is a defamiliarising action. It asks us to 
reimagine and recompose what kin might be relative to conditions of care⎯care beyond one 
kind to many kinds as assemblage. In a speculative fiction this way of thinking might “stretch 
the imagination” and start to “change the story.”26 
 
Traversing a dusky nightscape a lone figure details a sensory terrain. Alert ravens gather 
additions to their winter feast; night birds and night crickets provide a gentle score; 
crepuscular stirrings add to a general hum; a ghost bat flits silently by; a banshee owl 
screeches. We are told that banishing the dark is a reckless act and pointed in the direction of 
a nocturnal assembly. The scenario initially conjures tropes of devilry and a fallen angel 
roaming amidst a reclaimed domain. Our interlocutor soon makes it apparent we are in a 
changing world not too dissimilar to our own. Humans are in the process of adapting to a 
twilight life. Latent sensory mutations triggered by overexposure to light, are emerging to 
shift the once visual bias toward a new enhanced sensorium. One that engages with the 




Figure 6. Bell Nyx (@darkdwellings), Going DARK, Twitter, July 12, 2019. 
 
   
 
   
   









Figure 8. Bell Nyx (@darkdwellings), Going DARK, Twitter, July 14, 2019. 
 
A manual of sorts, perhaps in another timeframe, instructs us in preparation for navigating a 
darkened world⎯ memorise the layout of your home; map your local terrain; breathe deep, 
relax, listen, smell, go slow; gaze into dark pools; speak to the rocks. A cumulation of 
caliginous images offer an inventory of dark tastes⎯ snowgum honey; salty skin; squidink 
and seaweed⎯ accompanied by scent-encoded maps. Elsewhere a series of brief and 
enigmatic night walks play out.  
 
Revealing their insights through the varied documents that make up Going DARK, the 
interlocutor conveys a state of readjustment within an undisclosed cityscape. The speculative 
figuration of the world spills into varied media spaces in affective and locative ways. Rather 
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than read a description of a walk on a darkened street we might follow a point-of-view 
moving image or listen to a progression of sounds unfolding. These elements are in-time, they 
offer a reacquainting through an alternate sensorial form, they draw attention to the intensity 
of gaps (moments of silence or predominate darkness) as well as rowdy non-human 
chattering. They are what Norie Neumark refers to as an “enchanted mapping.” A mapping 
that is at once “emotional and particular, located and imaginative.” This type of mapping 
expands on Neumark’s work on voice and “makes audible the voices of non-humans and 
things, and their relations with each other and with humans.”28 When our vision is hindered 
sounds seem louder. The dark asks us to question what it is we are not hearing in our 
everyday routines. In Going DARK, imaginative experience is intricately woven with ambient 
affect and memory of place. The feel of moist air, the hums and rhythms of an environment, 
the smells all build an internal archive of association. In a way these sensorial registers might 
commit to one’s memory more than the overarching narrative playing out. Within the terrain 
of social media where the recording and accounting of actions unfolding in real time is both 
expected and accepted, Going DARK interweaves its lingering account.  
 
Maria Angel and Anna Gibbs assert “writing now unfolds itself into external environments, 
creating new, flexible architectures” and expressions where it changes “shape and form in 
response to human exploration.”29 Such external environments include locative media 
technologies in the ways it has enabled artists and writers to experiment in various forms of 
embodied experience for their readers/audience. Examples of this can be seen in a large 
number of artist works engaging with notions of mobility. However, the following works by 
Linda Dement, Jason Sweeney and N. Adriana Knouf I draw attention to for their particular 
use of everyday digital devices (mobile phones and wristwatch) and notions of disturbance. 
Linda Dement’s more recent work uses the free Augmented Reality (AR) mobile application 
Layar. In X (2016)30 Dement transposed the culture of neighbourhood shrines to tutelary 
deities in ancient Rome to the contemporary streets and alleyways of Darlinghurst in Sydney, 
Australia. Visible only when viewed through the mobile application, the work is an 
intervention of the punk dead. The previous inhabitants resurface into the architecture of a 
now gentrified urban space, affixed by the textural layers of memory and story. Ironically 
they warn us against a condition of apathy based in self-interested consumption. In Jason 
Sweeney’s project Stereopublic – crowdsourcing the quiet (2013)31 public are invited to find 
a quiet physical location in the city and record its location via a smartphone application. The 
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application allows the uploading of a picture, a sound recording or description. The 
information forms the foundation for a “quiet” composition by Sweeney, which in turn is 
uploaded to reinhabit the tagged site. The outcome is a geo-tagged city where the application 
users can locate sites of quiet music, subverting or interrupting the everyday noise and speed 
of a central business district (CBD). I find a particular resonance in N. Adriana Knouf’s On 
Your Wrist is the Universe (2016)32 where the wristwatch becomes the site for a poetic 
interlocution with the universe. The real-time data generated from planets, stars, passing 
satellites, and rocket-bodies is transcribed into salient offerings surfacing on the screen of the 
Pebble smartwatch (now discontinued). As an everyday digital object within the everyday-
internet the watch holds a similar place to the social media landscape my project occupies. 
Knouf similarly explores short form speculative text as a digital suite of poems. In the process 
multiple temporalities are at play including the unquantifiable contemplation of the universe; 
the duration of orbiting artefacts around earth; the historical locations of constellations and 
associated myths past and speculatively in-the-making present. Likewise there is a kind of 
surfacing and submersion at play within the orbiting cycles and the travel time of starlight in 
relation to our existence and the real time submersion of defunct technology. Code might be 
translated across platforms to resurface as archival traces or it might remain locked inside its 
own version of geological strata or techno-strata. 
 
Placing these technologies in the service of mobile bodies creates situations of affective 
encounter upon which the cityscape is inscribed. It is a process that engages the movement of 
a space unfolding as “exscryption,” a concept developed by Angel and Gibbs, whereby 
relationality and the “putting together of bits and functions” to “story spaces, bodies, and 
places” are the important elements.33 In other words our mobile devices can extend in 
multiple creative ways the capacity for human experience outside the motivations of a product 
economy. No matter how pervasive or incomprehensible it might seem within the 
cognisphere, digital technology is still a tool. As a material assemblage it has no precondition 
for allegiance (defunct systems a case in point) rather it invites the experimental gesture. The 
tools of digital technology incite feminist practices to engage, experiment and explore further 
a new materiality of “dynamic reconfigurations and re-patternings of living matter” through 
the networks (extending and paraphrasing Angel and Gibbs).34  
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The city evoked in Going DARK is in a process of being reinscribed. Broken down into its 
various media objects, it also merges with the attributes of its individual forms⎯ 
representations suspended in time with the potential for endless repeats. How might the 
context of social media where endless looping audio-visual content is routine offer a different 
orientation for the speculative project? If the fiction of Going DARK is situated in a city in the 
process of being conveyed through fractured bits of multi-modal information it might have 
something in common with how we physically experience the city and its affects. If the video 
takes us there, if the sound takes us there, if the descriptions take us there, if the instructions 
take us there, if the comments take us there, are we not there in some kind of emo-techno-
ecological way? There is a contrast between film, a novel, an audio play and the multi-
layered-recalcitrant-always-submerging-always emerging-patched fictional entity I am trying 
to interrogate. The former are forms contained by general written and unwritten conventions, 
and privileges. The latter form has only the habitual conventions of the everyday-internet.35  
 
Into this gap I propose that Going DARK is a type of exscryption. It blurs the real spaces of a 
city now captured and reframed in the virtual architecture of digital space with a speculative 
encounter unfolding in a new space in time. It blurs daily social habits with the online habits 
of social space and it stories these spaces with bodies, sounds, smells and affects. More 
importantly in relation to my project it harnesses how the body has been trained to reach 
through the social media spaces to virtually inhabit a physical landscape, by similar social 
communication platforms such as Skype and Whats App. I hinge this risky proposition by 
virtue of the quotidian status of social media. Within this everyday reality the media content 
acts in a similar way to good old on-the-street gossip. Meaning the desire to believe 
outweighs disbelief. The body in this case effortlessly folds out into these mundane spaces 
because it has become habituated to an everyday via the internet⎯ we don’t think about it 
anymore (returning to my opening statements in the first section). In this way it differs from 
the contained and consciously framed virtual spaces within something like a VR experience.  
 
Navigating a city is a fractured participation. It can be disorientating. We see some things and 
miss others. We hear sounds dislocated from their origin. We smell, touch, and taste in 
multiple affective encounters with varying degrees of direct correlation. We build our own 
narrative around these inputs and orientate ourselves in a way that seems most satisfying to 
us. We navigate the city partially. It seems to me that this capacity is transferred into our 
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online environments where we come to know a place through fractured and partial snapshots. 
Disconnected short byte sets of information are a form we have cognitively assimilated into 
our experience of story. For a speculative fiction exploiting the reality blur, writing into, 
across and through these spaces allows the body varied sensorial points of view. It enables the 
body to inhabit the city through multiple virtual perspectives. Prompts provide us with 
succinct instructions to memorise our local terrain. A confidante describes the tremulous 
quivers of pleasure enhanced by the morphological changes to their body. A point-of-view 
lens takes us down dark streets. Night sounds invite us to stop and listen. Recombinant tastes 
are conjured. Heady nocturnal perfumes merge with fleeting whispers. Dark and vague 
images are conveyed but if you look hard enough you will see.  
 
It is not new, we feminists have had good teachers in following threads in the dark. Ariadne 
for one, whose “way-finding” thread has easily slipped into “digital domains.”36 Sadie Plant 
reminds us we have always been there, weaving our way into the digital age in clever, 
embodied and embedded ways.37 Angel and Gibbs emphasize how Plant’s work resurrects 
“an occluded history of digital invention by women” and provides a figuration for “enabling 
us to imagine both technology and bodies otherwise.”38 While the early digital-born hypertext 
creation Patchwork Girl by Shelley Jackson surprised some, we smiled. When Carolyn 
Guertin sent us into the hypertext labyrinth of Incarnation: At the Heart of the Maze, we 
knew how to perform the re-inscription of our bodies. And we knew better than to seek an 
ending. 
 
If we are in the cognisphere, then how we navigate through it becomes entangled with the 
multiple social, cultural, and ethical dilemmas (no longer neatly contained in one country, 
culture or doctrine) and the daily choices we make. Transverse lines cut through multiple 
information networks despite attempts at aggregation and regulation. These are the insistent 
lines casting out in an effort to grasp what we are in. They are Aseroë rubra and their 
promiscuous consorts, the porous spaces and sedimentary cycles of soil, the care-full 
attentions of humans becoming dark, and the fictional cities we inhabit. In this sense the 
cognisphere is similar to a landscape and “landscapes and landscape knowledge develop in 
patches…patches spread, mutate, merge, reject each other, and die back.”39 Patches can flutter 
with multiple intensities or quietly pulse. They can emanate an anticipatory vibration. They 
can be receptive, waiting for something new to interrupt their familiar. The detective tunes 
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into these flutterings and the spore hitches a ride in buoyant glee, however there is no 
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6. NOW: Subterranean Settling 
 
Praise then darkness and Creation unfinished. 
Ursula Le Guin. The Left Hand of Darkness 
 
 
Now the words and world of Going DARK are settling down into the background hum of the 
social media terrain, they are in a process of submerging. Quietly they exist in the archival 
strata of a temporarily dormant code behind the interface of our digital devices. From the 
imperative ‘now’ of social media to the unforgetting ‘forever’ of the internet. Matthew Fuller 
states “the only way to find things out about what happens when complex objects such as 
media systems interact is to carry out such interactions—it has to be done live, with no 
control sample.”1 The media objects that form Going DARK comprise text tiles, dark images, 
hashtags, sound and moving image files. Similar to a codex they are still present. They are 
merely awaiting a porous pathway, a witch’s egg, a desire line, a fly. They might activate, 
surface and interact at any moment. Unlike the literary manuscript, there is no formal end for 
such a fictional creation. The potential for additional transmission is always imminent 
whether by design or accident or by a hashtag summoning.  
 
Going DARK is more than a fiction using a series of templates to deliver a story. It is an 
experiment deliberately situated within the multiform layers of the everyday-internet so as to 
be in conversation with similarly layered biological processes like the underground multi-
species communities of soil biota and fungi. It is a playful critical exploration into matters of 
nourishment and care expressed through notions of deviation and defamiliarization. Going 
DARK conjures a speculative world entangled in the greater earthly matters we are presently 
situated in. Applying ‘going dark’ as a methodology and tool assists such imaginings of 
virtual possibilities while considering what it might take to resist the familiar forward-facing 
product-as-progress ideal. In this way speculative fictions can provide an opportunity to think 
through what forms an active creative resistance might take in response to the “perpetuation 
of familiar regimes” and the “regime of commodification.”2 
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In the introduction I asked how such a fiction might unfold across the spaces of social media 
and what forms it might take to interrupt habitual practices of viewing and participation.  
Equally important to the form of such a creative endeavour is the expression. In this sense a 
second question positioned itself inquiring how such an intervention might ignite delight-full 
deviations and care-full inspirations for flourishing worlds now. What becomes key to these 
questions is the dark in all its multifarious configurations. The dark as a thing with thing-
power; a container for invisible channels; a submerged network; a sensorium; an affective and 
motivating force; a care-full proposition; a reorientation; a temporal shift; a strategy for 
gathering information; a data graph; and a data stream disturbance. Finally, it is in the creative 
notion of becoming dark that the productive, interactive and affective forces at play can be 
known. Becoming dark enlists multi-directionality, multi-sensoriality, and multi-temporality. 
It requires action tempered with patient attention; curiosity with latent potential and a 
sensitivity to the vestigial. Becoming dark is an attunement to our environments, whether they 
are landscapes, cityscapes or the intersecting mediascapes. It involves cultivating an 
awareness of the gaps in order to question what it is we are not listening to and what it is we 
are not seeing, hidden from our view, in-the-dark. These are the vital and indeterminate 
pathways; the spore becoming fly; the unfixed hashtag becoming fiction.  
  
Going DARK delivers its strangely intimate story in a not-quite-familiar environment within 
the familiar world of social media. It blurs across genres, media forms, and linear models to 
make connections. It extends beyond the screen into the environment to feed back in multiple 
bytes the fractured experience of being in a cityscape populated with the endeavours and 
sounds of the human-nonhuman continuum. Most importantly it describes a changing. The 
unfolding poetic pathways in service to this project remind us no story is one. The 
unconventional and non linear lines wend their way along the hypha tendrils of fungi and 
spores in flight; the pleasing porosity of soil; devilish desire and the queer ways of the 
anemone stinkhorn; and the translations of an interlocutor navigating a cimmerian world. 
Simultaneously patched are provocations into how we orientate ourselves in this world; how 
we might scrutinise habitual motions; how the bright effect of product driven environments 
might blind us to more subtle systems of earthly co-inhabitation; how feminist practices of 
embodied and care-full commitments embedded in the present, in all its messy trouble, might 
petition spell castings to dispense with the always future dystopian and/or utopian narratives 
for a few.   
   
 
   
   




The dark arrives from a future now. Aseroë rubra surfaces from the underground. We don’t 
see it coming. It surprises us. It changes us. We mutate in a merriment of mulch. 
 
Going DARK succeeds as an experiment only. It offers the groundwork for further 
experimentation, critical inquiry, and speculative interplay. In the dark sometimes the noise is 
imperceptible. What seems like silence is really a deafening cacophony to which we have 
become unattuned. “Noise nourishes a new order.” Some interruptions take time. Some flies 
don’t land. And then there are bats. It takes undercover detective work to prevent us from 
“falling asleep from rules and harmony.”3 These matters of the dark can only be touched on 
within the framework of this thesis and require further work elsewhere. Recalling the 
constructed social and cultural arrangements of the dark that make it ‘a thing’ with a 
sedimented history is necessary for understanding its “condition for arrival” now and for 
future generations.4 I suggest a recasting of the dark as a positive enterprise⎯ one that holds a 
serious ontological proposition necessary for flourishing multispecies worlds. It requires 
plucking out “fibers in clotted and dense events” in an attempt to follow “a thread in the dark” 
in order to “find their tangles and patterns crucial for staying with the trouble in real and 
particular places and times.”5 It requires re-entering the porous spaces, the messy places, the 
enchanted, submerged and labyrinthine not with any illusion of conquest rather with the 
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Appendix A Going DARK web page 
Appendix B Going DARK Twitter  
Appendix C Going DARK Facebook 
Appendix D Going DARK Instagram 
Appendix E Going DARK Youtube 
Appendix F Instagram hashtag gridview 
 
Note 
The Appendices are for ease of reference only. It must be taken into consideration they are 
out of context in relation to their platforms and screenviews. The consequence of the image 
tiles transposed onto a white electronic page means it takes the eye longer to adjust to their 
dark tones, which in some ways is in keeping with the concepts explored in this thesis. 
   
 
   
   





Going DARK www.darkling.space 
 
 
A.1. Going DARK website homepage. 
 
 
A.2. Going DARK website homepage with cursor highlight on audio link tile. 
   
 
   
   









A.4. Going DARK audio page. 
 
   
 
   
   















B.2. Going DARK Twitter profile. 
 
 
   
 
   
   










B.3. Going DARK Tweet June 15, 2019. 
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Twitter content plain text list 
June 15, 2019. 
There is a shift in temperature and resonance.  
I feel it before I comprehend it.  
A repetition without replication, it is never the same.  
I venture once more into the trees. 
#intothetrees #darkmofo #iamnothere 
 
June 15, 2019. 
The clouds are full of dark and dangerous thoughts. 
Blinded by the light, they go unseen by most. 
I walk the dark path without fear.  
#darkpath #fear #darkmofo #iamnothere 
 
June 16, 2019. 
I pass a dulled window to hear crepuscular stirrings  
The gentle hum before the ambling begins 
Furtive gestures in a dark city 
#crepuscular #darkcity #darkmofo #iamnothere 
 
June 17, 2019. 
The ravens are alert  
They fly low seeking additions to their winter feast 
In the gloom there is no treachery or unkindness  
only a quiet sensibility  
#ravens #winterfeast #darkmofo #iamnothere  
 
June 18, 2019. 
It was not always like this  
The brightening changed everything 
I can’t say if it is for better or worse I don’t deal in such words 
For some the hymns of the dead keep memory alive  
#hymnsofthedead #memory #darkmofo #iamnothere 
   
 
   
   




June 19, 2019. 
To banish the dark is a reckless act 
A great forgetting requires something to forget 
and something to remember  
The weird loops of cultural amnesia 
I have been in this place before  
#weird #recklessact #darkmofo #iamnothere 
 
June 20, 2019. 
The bright had distracted us for too long  
It flattered our self-importance and flattened our perspectives  
It blended our surroundings  
A carnival of illusions  
They called it the brightening affect  
#carnivalofillusions #darkmofo #iamnothere 
 
June 22, 2019. 
There was no respite  
The bright hid in plain view  
A deception so obvious it was insidious  
Entranced we were locked in its gaze 
Bound in a system of control we barely recognized   
#entranced #control #darkmofo #iamnothere 
 
June 23, 2019. 
Illumination events once saturated the landscape  
Now dim globes mimic a full moon 
For some, like me, it is still bright  
Others struggle in the night glow 
It could take a generation of nightwalking 
#fullmoon #nightwalking #darkmofo #iamnothere 
 
   
 
   
   




June 24, 2019. 
Dark twisting contours suggest chimerical landscapes 
Night birds and night crickets extend a gentle score 
From my mouth spill black velvet words and dark velvet worlds 
#chimerical #nightbirds #darkmofo #iamnothere 
 
June 26, 2019. 
At first I thought I was the only one  
I searched for others 
Dispatched messages and lurked in hopeful places 
Seeking something to reassure me  
I did not want to be alone  
#onlyone #hope #darkmofo #iamnothere 
 
June 26, 2019. 
Peering into the murk the more I focused the less I could see  
Until the realisation I must relax 
tune into the signals read the periphery 
Only then did they reveal themselves 
#signals #FromthePeriphery #darkmofo #iamnothere 
 
June 28, 2019. 
The darkling ones were not what I expected 
Many and numerous they slipped in and out of view  
Some floated past my vision  
Others offered a tentative touch before a whispering retreat 
#whisper #darkmofo #iamnothere 
 
July 2, 2019. 
I learnt to interpret their nocturnal scripts  
It filled me with curious pleasure 
They made me see how we had bent and constrained time  
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It was and still is a patient game 
#Nocturnal #Scripts #Travelling #ThroughTime 
 
July 3, 2019. 
The changes are subtle 
Fine long hairs extend across the surface of the skin 
Detecting vibrations  
Relaying distortions 
It is thrilling 
#sensorial #dark #calibrations 
 
July 7, 2019. 
Reorientation requires a halting 
A cessation. A first stage recasting 
The undercurrents are thick and viscous 
The second stage is honey nectar sweet 
#intoxicating #interlude 
 
July 9, 2019. 
The darkling ones revealed a plexus of poetic maps  
Myriad patched entities  
Unstable, in flux, and delightfully deviant 
#deviant #pathways 
 
July 12, 2019. 
The initial softening was restorative 
We became octopi and squid  
soft agile shape-shifters  
flexile tasters by touch 
#shifting #sensors 
 
July 12, 2019. 
We became ants  
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of the sugar kind  
Attuned to pheromone trails 
and tending a syrupy enterprise 
#ecstatic #night #trails 
 
July 13, 2019. 
We became night moths,  
night bees, and night scarabs 
Oriented by celestial patterns  
and enamored of ethereal corollae 
#charting #darkbeauty 
 
July 13, 2019. 
We became slugs  
secreting night trails 
Engaging in languorous labor 
and loving apophallation  
#delirious #secrets 
 
July 14, 2019. 
We cultivated purrs and hums 
reverberations and resonance 
Electric streams flowing through  
the dark chambers of our hearts 
#delicious #trembles 
 
July 14, 2019. 
Slipping easily between cracks 
We rediscovered our mark ways  
and repossessed our water lines 
#shady #artful #stealth 
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July 15, 2019. 
The bright had cultivated fear  
Woven duplicitous visual cues 
with false glitter surfaces  
There is no place for that now 
#bogus #bogeyman 
 
July 15, 2019. 
A dark city is a beautiful thing 
At dawn I find them  
huddled in a shadowy corner 




July 16, 2019. 
I shuffle them to a darkhouse 
Wearily they enfold one upon the other 
Satiated sighs slipping into dream 
They will sleep a black ink slumber  
#blackink #slumber  
 
July 19, 2019. 
In this time I tread with fullness  
taking pleasure in our miraculous mutant forms 
Every night an exaltation 
Every night a murmuring 
#darkrapture 
 
July 19, 2019. 
DARK going 
#dark #rest 
   
 
   
   























   
 
   
   









C.4. Going DARK Post June15, 2019. 
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June 16, 2019 (plain text) 
Nightvision prompt two 
Observe twilight  
exercise your eyes  






C.5. Going DARK Post June 17, 2019. 
 
 
June 18, 2019 (plain text) 
I breathe you in, you infect me  
I roll your breath in my mouth  
It clings to the surface of my tongue  
It catapults through my lungs  
It enters my bloodstream  
#breath #infects #mydarkheart 
   
 
   
   












June 20, 2019 (plain text) 
Nightvision prompt three 
take regular nightwalks 




   
 
   
   











June 23, 2019 (plain text) 
Nightvision prompt four 
Mentally map your local terrain 
#nightvision #map #terrain 
 
 
June 24, 2019 (plain text) 
I know of many things  
because of the dark 
#dark #knowing 
 
   
 
   
   







June 24, 2019 (plain text) 
The things we need have composite smells 
water, food, shelter, sex, sun, moon 
The things we desire  





June 26, 2019 (plain text) 
Nightvision prompt five 
Stop. Breathe deep. Relax. 





June 28, 2019 (plain text) 
The undergrowth knows 





July 2, 2019 (plain text) 
Nightvision prompt six 
To recognize the unfamiliar  
you must remember the familiar 
#nightvision #familiarUnfamiliar 
   
 
   
   





C.8. Going DARK Post July 3, 2019. 
   
 
   
   





C.9. Going DARK Post July 5, 2019. 
 
 
C.10. Going DARK Post July 9, 2019. 
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July 12, 2019 (plain text) 
Nightvision prompt seven 




July 12, 2019 (plain text) 
Nightvision prompt eight 





C.11. Going DARK Post July13, 2019. 
 
   
 
   
   





C.12 Going DARK Post July14, 2019. 
 
 
C.13. Going DARK Post July14, 2019. 
   
 
   
   









July 16, 2019 (plain text) 
Nightvision prompt nine 
Return home before dawn 
#nightvision #care 
 
July 19, 2019 (plain text) 
DARK Going 
#dark #rest 
   
 
   
   




















D.2. Going DARK Instagram profile. 
 
 
   
 
   
   





D.3. Going DARK  Post June 7, 2019. 
 
 
D.4. Going DARK  Post June 15, 2019. 
   
 
   
   




D.5. Going DARK  Post June 15, 2019. 
 
 
D.6. Going DARK  Post June 16, 2019. 
   
 
   
   




D.7. Going DARK  Post June 17, 2019. 
 
 
D.8. Going DARK  Post June 18, 2019. 
   
 
   
   




D.9. Going DARK  Post June 19, 2019. 
 
 
D.10. Going DARK  Post June 20, 2019. 
   
 
   
   








D.12. Going DARK  Post June 23, 2019. 
   
 
   
   




D.13. Going DARK  Post June 24, 2019. 
 
 
D.14. Going DARK  Post June 26, 2019. 
   
 
   
   




D.15. Going DARK  Post June 26, 2019. 
 
 
D.16. Going DARK  Post July 2, 2019. 
   
 
   
   




D.17. Going DARK  Post July 3, 2019. 
 
 
D.18. Going DARK  Post July 8, 2019. 
   
 
   
   




D.19. Going DARK  Post July 10, 2019. 
 
 
D.20. Going DARK  Post July 12, 2019. 
   
 
   
   




D.21. Going DARK  Post July 12, 2019. 
 
 
D.22. Going DARK  Post July 13, 2019. 
   
 
   
   




D.23. Going DARK  Post July 13, 2019. 
 
 
D.24. Going DARK  Post July 14, 2019. 
   
 
   
   




D.25. Going DARK  Post July 15, 2019. 
 
 
D.26. Going DARK  Post July 15, 2019. 
   
 
   
   




D.27. Going DARK  Post July 16, 2019. 
 
 
D.28. Going DARK  Post July 19, 2019. 
   
 
   
   













E.2 Going DARK Youtube profile. 
   
 
   
   





Instagram hashtag gridviews 
 
F.1. Going DARK Instagram hashtag #darkassembly screen shot October 29, 2019 at 7.01.PM 
 
F.2. Going DARK Instagram hashtag #darkgift screen shot October 29, 2019 at 7.10.PM. 
   
 
   
   




F.3. Going DARK Instagram hashtag #saltyskin screen shot October 29, 2019 at 6.59.PM 
 
 
F.4. Going DARK Instagram hashtag #darksong screen shot October 29, 2019 at 6.49.PM 
   
 
   
   




F.5. Going DARK Instagram hashtag #nightvisitors screen shot October 29, 2019 at 7.03.PM 
 
F.6. Going DARK Instagram hashtag #nightwatchers screen shot October 29, 2019 at 
7.13.PM. 
